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Panel discusses racisDl at M-W

Gun control advocate Sarab
Brady deJjyered the keynote
address at the Bill of Rights
Institute's Student Symposium
last Thursday night.

Greg Brummett

By PAULA HANNAFORD
I raci m alive and well at
\1arshall-Wythe? lbi and other
questions about African-Ameri can experiences were raised at a
panel forum held February 4th as
one of the events celebrating
Black Hi tory Month.
poosored jointly by the Black
Law
tuden ts A sociation
(BLSA) and Students for Ethnic,
Racial and Cultural Harmony
(SERCH). the forum fonnat allowed the audience to as k paneli ts their "iews about a wide
range of topics faced by black
students at the law school. The
panel consisted of LeRon
Gilchrist (3L). Joan Ziglar (3L).
Leonard
pady ( IL). Ky le
Jolmson (lL). and Michael Plater.
Director of Admis ions for th
William and M ar
chool of
Business. Chris Farris (3L) of
ERCH and usa Nicholson (2L)

of BLSA moderated the discus slOn.
Of greatest concern to the audience were perspectives on the
degree of racism both in Williamsburg and at Marshall Wythe. Most black students said
they had experienced what they
termed " little indignities" from
people in Williamsburg. Examples included receiving poor
service in local s tores and restaurants and having townspeople
assume that they were janitorial
employees of \"\'illiam and Mary.
rather than law students.
~1ore troubling than evidence
of communi ty prejudice were
reports of racial ten ions within
the law school Both black and
whi te tudents commented on
signs of prejudIce found among
the student bod) . Some reported
overhearing comments f rom
peers that tereotyped political

and social views as " typicall)
black." O thers felt a sense of
distrust and a lack of interaction
between black and \\ rute students .
Commented one firs t-year
tudent . "~fos t of the time it ' s
prett), comfortable here. but e\ ery 0 often you get the feeling of
jus t being not welcome ." Li sa
!\icholson (2L) said it is often
difficult to gauge exactly what
variables contribute to feeling s
of being different at ~far s hall 
Wy the. " Yo u never kno\\
whether the reaction you get from
any particular person is because
of your race . or your gender. or
just because they don ' tlike you."
In general, the audience agreed
that most tudents at ~ -W either
are unaware that there might be a

See US?,
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Brady addresses epidemic of violence

SymposiuIll debates Illerits of gun-control legislation
By PAULA HANNAFORD
arab Brady, chairman of the Center to
Prevent Handgun Violence and its lobb. ing affiliate Handgun Control. Inc .•
delivered the keynote address last Thursday night to a Jncked Moot Court Room at
the Third nnual Student Symposium
ponsored by the Student Division of the
Institute of Bill of Rights Law .
The symposium focused on the various
interpretations of the Second
Amendment's right to bear arms. In addition to Brady's speech. the event included of a Soapbox/Open Microphone in
the Student Lounge during the lunch hour.
a Moot Court demonstration. and a Town
Meeting.
A nationally-recognized advocate for
gun control legislation. Brady began by
announcing that she did not attend the
e vent to lecture an audience comprised
mostly of law s tudents on the nuances of
constitutional theory. Instead, she Brady
said she was " here as an ordinary ci tizen
who has had an extraordinary chance to
participate in the national debate over our
policy toward firearms ." Referring both
to incidents she e}tperienced personally
and to the current national " epidemic of
handgun violence." Brady outlined her
reasons for supporting " common-sense
measures" to combat the problem.
Brady discussed both the Comprehen-

sive C rime Bill and the Brady Bill , nm
pending before Congress. which impose a
national waiting period for handgun purcha es and mandatory criminal background checks for purchasers. The latter
bill is named fOT Brady ' s husband . the
former White House Press Secretary e-

verely injured 10 John Hinkley ' s 1981
assassination attempt on then-President
Reagan. Brady endorsed other measures
to curb handgun violence. including prohibiting the manufacture and sale of semiautomatic weapons and high-capacity
ammunition, mandatory safety training

for handgun owners, and legi sla tion requiring owners to store [uearms unloaded
and out of the reach of children.
Brady concluded with an attack on the

See GUNS,
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Grad Student involved in Henry St. crash
By KEVIN KRONER
A William & Mary graduate student
was injured in a car accident last Friday
afternoon on South Henry Street, in front
of the law school. The collision al so involved a car from the Head Start program.
lbree people were taken to Williamsburg
Community Hospital . treated for minor
injuries. and released.
A car driven by Dianne M. Houghton .
a first year graduate studen t living in
Yorktown. was struck by Rita Mayo. as
Mayo eJtited the Head Start program
parking lot Jay Dugger (2L) witnessed
the accident as he walked towards the law
school with John Lohmann (2L) .
Houghton was alone in an older model .
tan Honda Accord edan heading south.
A gray Buick Sk,)'hawk driven by Mayo
came out of the driveway approximately
10-15 feet in front of Houghton. Dugger
said that the Houghton never had a chance
to stop or avoid the car.

The two cars collided at right angles,
causing extensive damage. Witnesses
saw both drivers get out immediately.
While Mayo appeared unhurt. Houghton
said that her chest and neck hurt. According to Dugger. Mayo looked into the
back seat of her car and called ou t for
someone to get an ambulance. Dugger
said two children and two adults were still
in the Buick. The children eJtited immediate! y and appeared unhurt, but the adul ts
did not move.
Rescue crews arrived as a group of
students and Head Start employees gathered to watch- Houghton was put in a neck

brace and placed in ambulance. Firemen
then worked to remove Angela L. Mayo
and Lowell Pryor from the Buick. Although the doors of the Buick were open.
rescue workers had difficulties moving
the two passengers while keeping their
necks immobile. Eventually, both were
freed. placed on backboards. and taken to
Williamsburg Community Hospital .
Hospital officials reported that all three
individuals were treated and released
within a few hours of the accident. Williamsburg Police said Rita Mayo was issued a citation for failure to yield the right
of way.

---Inside this issue
• Mark-up on graduation caps and
gowns, Page 3.

• M.ikva speaks to Marshall-Wythe

• Construction protest on main
campus, Page 5.

• Top employers at the law school
revealed, Page 11.
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Out of our heads
A new display went up in the student lounge last week. It
seems the folks over at the College Bookstore have decided to
get into the business of selling clothing designed for MarshallWythe students.
It really warms the cockles of our hearts to see the Bookstore finally paying some attention to the law school. Maybe
they can't be bothered to stay open later to sell us books at the
beginning of our semester. Maybe they can't be bothered to
have sufficient copies of the books we're required to purchase
on hand when classes start. But they can set out to exploit our
small market of consumers.
Three years ago, students could not find a single piece of
clothing in the Bookstore that even hinted about the existence
of a law school two blocks away. Last year, some bland,
unattractive T-shirts were added to the collection at the start of
the 90-91 school year. Still, it seems the Bookstore didn't sell
enough shirts to unsuspecting first-years during Law Camp,
and now they've decided to seek "student input" on a range of
unimaginative designs that all look suspiciously alike.
The most disgusting aspect of the Bookstore's new-found
interest in law students is the fact that they've waited until the
Public Service Fund developed the market for this merchandise. Prices haven't been listed, but we're willing to bet they'll
be comparable to what PSF charges. The only difference is
where the profits from those sales will end up.
A number of law students have registered their disgust with
this newest marketing move on the surveys conveniently
located in the lounge. Everyone should follow suit. Let the
Bookstore know that if they're truly interested in selling law
school T-shirts, they should donate some space in the Campus
Bookstore to PSF.
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From the Editors ...
Barrister's Ball is the major
social event of the year at the law
school. Last year marked the
Ball's return to a prominent place
on the social calendar at Marshall-Wythe, with the best band
heard at any law school function
in recent memory, a variety of
hot and cold hors d'oeuvres, and
courteous waiters at two full
service bars. Almost immediately, students began asking for
similar arrangements at this

year's Ball.
Members of the SBA have
had to work overtime, not only
on the usual planning that goes
into making an event of this
magnitude come off without a
hitch, but in funding the Ball
after last year's fiscal mismanagement But the obstacles that
imperilled Barrister's at the outset of the school year have been
overcome, and Saturday night
students and their guests should

To the Editor,
Recently I received what can
only be described as a fairly explicit, obscene phonecaIl. The
person involved has since been
apprehended. It would appear
that around twenty-five women
made similar complaints to the
police. At least one of them is
bringing charges.
The police have informed me
that the caller claims that he was
in fact advertising for his strip
show business, but unfortunately
chose the wrong tack. I write this
letter to the person concerned, a
law student whose name I do not
know.
If the call was innocent, you
never indicated such. All I know
is that you used my fIrst name
and abused me over the telephone. Do you have any idea
how upsetting it is to get such a
call? To walk along corridors
not knowing who may be looking at yoo? Who may be stalking
yoo? I couldn't even sleep in my
own home for two nights, until
the police called to say that you
had phoned others; that the calls
were indiscriminate.
I have decided not to press
charges because perhaps I believe
your story. and perhaps I feel that
your fear of the possible ruin of
your career might rival, though
certainly not equal, my own fear
when, home alone, a stranger
called in the night
Name withheld by request

than in past years.

again enjoy a fme evening at the
Williamsburg Lodge.
President Richard Brooks,
Treasurer Stephanie Cangin and
Social Committee Chairperson
Tammy Moss all deserve praise
for overcoming obstacles they
never created, and doing so with
style. For those who haven't yet
purchased tickets to Barrister' s,
time is nnming out The evening,
and your memories of it, will be
worth the price of admission.

Letters

To the Editor:
Last week I applied to over 60
federal appellate judges hoping
to obtain one of their prestigious
c1erkships. Unfortunately, I have
discovered that many of these
judges have already hired.
It was disappointing to me
and other Marshall-Wythe students to learn that we would be
excluded from clerkships because we applied too late when
we were under the· impression
that February was a perfectly
acceptable time to apply. Although it usually is, this year was
different, and federal appellate
judges began hiring in December.
The most frustrating aspect was
that we could have sent out these
letters last semester or in early
January, but no one at Marshall- w.ythe knew .that judges · had
begun hiring two months earlier

To the Editor:
This letter responds to Christian Connell's letter of February
3, in which he faults certain characteristics of some final examinations.
In short, Christian's criticisms
are unjustified and, frankly, a bit
unseemly.
Those criticisms apparently
flow from Christian's belief that
the "typical" law school exam -presumably, one that does not
suffer from any of the ills he
discusses -- is a less arbitrary
measure of his knowledge and
ability than those to which he
objects. Any exam, however, that
requires a student to sit and
scribble for three hours in response to some absurd
hypotheticals out of Ripley's
Believe It Or Not, and makes
those scribbles the basis for
judging an entire semester's effort. is not an accurate test of
anyone's knowledge or skill as
an attorney, and is not necessarily any less arbitrary than exams
with the specific characteristics
Christian deplores.
Anyone who, in Christian ' s
words, has taken "in excess of
twenty law school exams in the
course of . . . two and one-half
years at Marshall-Wythe," surely
To the Edi tor:
bears responsibility for recogI write in response to Christian nizing the examination system
Corunell's "brief criticism" of for what it is and preparing accertain examination methods. I cordingly. It 's no mystery by
too have taken in excess of twenty now that the name of the law
law school exams, though I do school exam game is figuring
not presume to have the expertise out what hoops professors want
to offer a complete and substan- us to jump through , and then
tive ,c ritique of all law school jumping through them . (After
exam methods. Nevertheless, I all, if that's not "learning to think
feel compelled to stale my objec- like a lawyer," what is?)
tions to Christian's analysis.
Christian necessaril. acIt seemed from my reading of knowledges his awareness of the
Christian's critique that Chris - various exam-giving methods he
tian judges examination meth- discusses. That being so, neither
ods based largely on the criterion he, nor anyone else so aware, can
of his resulting grade. Willie this be heard to cry "foul" when unmethod may be no less arbitrary prepared to face those methods
than others, I do not think that it on any exam. Christian, because
holds much validity. I would you know that any professor may
like to offer an alternative basis recycle old exam questions , it' s
from which to build a critique of your fault if you don't w<Xk those
the law school exam and grading problems ahead of time. Beprocess.
cause you know that any profesAl1law school exams are ar- sor may base exam questions on
bitrary. The notion that one's the last couple of classes of the
work over the course of a four- semester, it' s your fault if you
Although this mistake was
honest, it does not remedy the
situation that many students at
Marshall-Wythe may have lost
their only chance to obtain a
federal appellate clerkship because the people who should be
in tune with such events were
not. Even though this was an
unm.1.1aI year, one of the purposes
of the Office of Career Planning
and Placement is to keep students
informed with current employment happenings. Hopefully, in
future years, the OCPP will tell
students what I have learned
through experience: that it never
hurts to apply early for any
clerkship.
Perhaps the OCPP will also
mov'e the clerkship session to
fIrst semester second year, and
wilJ discontinue its advice to
students to wait for grades or
class ranks before they apply .
Although I'm sure that the OCPP
will not let such a situation happen again, it is still unfortunate
that in the year 1993-94, there
will probably be few, if any,
Marshall- Wythe graduates
clerking for federal appellate
judges.
P am Arluk (3L)

~~e GE~ER
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SBA eliminates Grad Thing
Shebest may find alternative funds
By JARRELL WRIGHT

The Grad Thing has known many homes. This house
on Annistead Avenue across from Mamma Mia's
housed the weekly party until 1989, when renovations
on the main campus were cited by Sam SadJer as the
reason for usurping the Grad House.

File photo

Citing continuing budget constraints
arising from last year's SB.-\ budget deficit,
the student government has all but retired
the Grad Thing from this year's agenda of
social activities . .-\ccording to SBA
president Richard Brooks there may be
one more Grad Thing thi emester, but
even that is uncertain.
"We have tried to be of some as istance
given our limited resources," Brooks said ,
but the BA plans to take a '''wait-and-see
attitude" on future Grad Thing .
teve hebest (3L), King of the Thing,
responded to the BA's decision by saying "People are annoyed, they want to
have the Grad Thing and they don't understand why they can' t. " Brooks explained that the move is a result of SBA
budget shortfalls, and is in response to a
need to conserve scarce funds for Barristers
Ball and graduation.
SBA treasurer Stephanie Cangin
agreed, aying ''To have the Barristers
Ball break even is our top priority." The
SBA will reevaluate the possibility of
future Grad Thing after the Barrister
Ball.
But according to Shebest, Brooks said
the BA decision had nothing to do with

Barristers. After a story in the last issue of
the Amicus Curiae appeared, the SBA
demanded the return of BA funds previously et aside for the Grad Thing. Shebest
said he was given SI60 in January and
was told to have as many Grad Things as
he could while that money lasted. Each of
the three Grad Things this emester have
broken even, but the original seed money
has been returned to the SBA.
"If we're losing money, fine," Shebest
said, "but it doesn' t make sense to me why
we can't keep having the Grad Thing as
long as it at least breaks even. "
"The SBAjust can't afford to do this
every week," said Cangin. She understand the disappointment surrounding
the decision, but said that it was necessary
for other events to receive adequate fund ing. " Being the penny-pinching bitch is
part of my job description," she said.
Brooks said, "I like drinking beer as
much as everyone else, and I understand
why people are upset, but I have a responsibility to fund the Barristers Ball,
graduation, and several other SBA activities ."

See THING, page 16

African rights discussion hosted at Marshall-Wythe
By BRIAN GOLDEN
Representatives from fourteen African
nations visited Mar balJ- Wythe on Tue day, February ~th, to di cuss the protection of indi"idual rights in their continent's
variou legal and political ystem . The
visit was part of the United States Information Agency's (LSlA) Africa Regional
Project.
The panel discussion, open to students
and faculty , featured human rights activists from Swaziland and Togo, law professors from. igeria and the Ivory Coast,
justice department officials from Burundi
and Kiger, a judge on the Zambian High
Court, and the chief editor of a Congo
newspaper.
The event, moderated by MarshallWythe professor Dave Douglas, was one
of the most technically sophisticated forums ever held in the law school. Given
the diversity of the languages involved,
two interpreters worked feverishly to facilitate a smooth discussion among the
guests and their English-speaking audience.
Some participants from common law
countries maintained that frequent political turmoil has had little impact on the
protections their courts afford individuals.
They insisted that changes in government , while impacting on the legislative
and executive functions of government,
leave the judiciary generally unimpaired.
But many voiced concern over the
frequent reluctance of a number of regimes to abide by international human
rights agreements. "Governments give
token commitments to international instruments, but try to trample individuals
at home," complained a representative
from Kenya. He said that in the United
States, there is much greater acceptance

of the fundamental rights of individuals,
so international rights agreements are
rarely invoked against the government
here.
A visiting official from Guinea also
emphasized th importance of human
rights agreement. He said, "International document often form the basis of
opposition to oppressive regimes and encourage the populace to militate for

chanl?e."
The President of the igerian Association of Human Rigbts e. pressed bope that
many of the nations now sbaking off dictatorships established after independence
from colonial powers in the 1%0' s would
create effective con titutions to protect
civil liberties. But he cautioned, "A credible image requires more than words on
paper."

All of the panelists had an overriding
concerp for .the poJi.ticM future of their
nations given the evolution [rom singleparty dictatorships to multi-party'dem<)cracies. While they rejoiced over the "maturing process" they hope is leading the
continent toward democracy , they ac-

See AFRICA, page 16

Pomp and circumstances being what they are ...

Students pay 60% mark-up on graduation garb
By ANDREW SMITH
brances of one's alma mater, but not ap- . their own cap and gown, it is worth noting
New arrivals at Marshall-Wythe are propriate for repeated wearings about that at UV A at least, undergraduates are
often urprised to find that many of the town. For faculty members and others provided them free of charge. In addition,
amenities of academic life they once took who will have to wear the gown more than faculty members, whom one might prefor granted (e.g., bluebooks, staples, and once, the company recommends the more sume would actually have a need for their
la er printing) are no longer free. Third- serviceable "Custom" model, which is own personal cap and gown, are entitled
year students will soon be taught the made of higher quality material for many to rent the costume from the Bookstore.
meaning of "pomp and circumstance" happy years of commencement ceremoJohn Freeman, Director of the Bookwhen they find that included in the long rues.
store said that rentals are also arranged
list of perqui ites fallen prey to budgetary
Graduating students must buy the re- through Oak Hall. Freeman said that
constraints are their graduation caps and galia at the College Bookstore, which students could probably rent their regalia
gowns.
estimates that this year it will charge about from the Bookstore, but he was uncertain
That's right -- when law students $-15 for the doctoral costume required of as to price and said early ordering might
graduate they have to buy their own caps, J.D. candidates. The hood and fancy be necessary in order to ensure not getting
gowns, and hoods, just like they now have gown should be in stock by April.
a "threadbare" garment. A representative
to buy their own bluebooks and carry
The Amicus priced the econo-model at from Oak Hall will be at the Bookstore on
around their own staplers to attach the Oak Hall and found that the gown whole- Wednesday, February 19.
pages of their Legal Skills memos to one sales out at S 1~.30, with the hood costing
The Oak Hall representative said the
another.
an additional SI1.95. At a wholesale cost company had IlD shortage of rentals availAccording to the office of Vice Presi- of less than $27, the bookstore will thus able, but confmned that renting might not
dent for tudent Affairs amuel Sadler enjoy a more than 60 percent mark-up on produce any substantial savings, espe(who was unavailable for comment), the each gOWnfhood ensemble which it sells cially when considering that the Bookcaps and gowns are simply intended to be at retail to each of the approximatel y 175 store would have to pay return shipping
a "keepsake." Cap and gown manufacturer happy law school graduates. At that price, expenses. In past years, according to the
Oak Hall Industries of Salem, VA, ays the Bookstore should bring in more than spokesperson for Sadler, students have
that their "Econo-Gown"T.II, the model S3,OOO in gross profits on graduation- rented gowns, but several years ago the
used by W &M students, is a souvenir wear sales to law students.
undergraduates decided that it was prefgown made of an acetate material, suitWhile it appears that many state schools erable to own the gown rather than to
able perhaps for triggering fond remem- . in Virginia require their students to buy merely rent it.
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====Law Watch
By KATIE FINLEY
was for a substantial sum.
and PAM ARLUK
MEASURE TO OVERTURN
Around the Nation:
BAN ON FETAL RESEARCH
HAITIANS GRANTED RE- Last week, the Senate Labor and
ENTRY INTO U.S. Some Human Resources Committee
Haitian refugees reported beat- approved a bill that would overings, imprisonment, and death turn the 4-year-old ban on fedeml
threats upon their recent return funding of research on fetal tisto United Nations refugee offi- sue tmnsplants. The bill would
cials in Haiti. The INS has allow the National Institutes of
granted entry into the United Health to use cells from elective
States to 41 refugees who fled abortions as well as from misHaiti for a second time because carriages or ectopic pregnancies.
of such abuse. Refugee advocates Some researchers believe that
say the reports will be introduced fetal tissue transplants hold great
as evidence when the U.S. Su- promise for treating a variety of
preme Court considers a final chronic diseases, such as
appeal to slow the return of Parkinson's and insulin-dependent diabetes.
thousands of Haitians.
FELONS LIKELY TO BE CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS
ARRESTED ON NEW CRITICIZE TEXAS JUDGE
CHARGES A U.S. Department Civil rights leaders denounced a
of Justice study of 79,000 felons state district judge for considerin 17 states released on probation ing a man' s request to be castrated
in 1986 found that 43 percent of rather than going to prison for
them were arrested on a new life for allegedly molesting a
felony charge within three years. child. Frank Burns, a leader of
The 53 percent of the offenders the state NAACP told reporters
with a drug abuse problem were that this was merely an effort to
more likely to be rearrested than open the doors of opportunity to
legally castrate thousands of Afthe others.
TYSON CONVICTED After rican-American males.
only one day of deliberation, an SUICIDE MAClllNE DOCIndiana jury convicted Mike TOR CHARGED Dr. Jack
Tyson of the rape of an 18-year- Kevorkian was armigned on two
old beauty pageant contestant last counts of murder and one of deJuly. The boxer could face up to livery of a controlled substance
63 years injail, but under Indi~ in the deaths of two women who
sentencing g uidelines he will used his suicide machine after
likely receive less' than the saying that they could no longer
maximum when he is sentenced bear chronic illness. The new
charges stem from the October
in March.
AIDS LAWSUIT AGAINST deaths of Sherry Miller, 43, and
DENTIST SETTLED Richard Marjorie Wantz, 58, who were
Driskill of Indiantown, Fla., one found dead in a cabin north of
of the five people who contmcted Detroit, hooked to devices inAIDS from Florida dentist David vented by Kevorkian.
Acer, has settled a lawsuit against
the insurance company that sent Closer to home:
him to Acer. Acer is the dentist VIRGINIA FERTILITY
that infected Kimberly Bergalis, DOCTOR ON TRIAL The
who died in December. Driskill 's trial of fertility specialist Dr. Cecil
attorney said that the settlement Jacobson began on Feb. 10 in

Alexandria. The doctor is alleged to have fathered as many
as 75 children of his patients by
secretly substituting his own
sperm for that of donors.
Jacobson is also accused of injecting women with hormones
that simulate pregnancy , then
later telling the women that they
miscarried. If convicted of the
53 felony fraud charges, Jacobson
could be sentenced to 288 years
in prison and $500,000 in fines.
ABORTION
CLINIC
BLOCKADES The \ irginia
House of Delegates Courts of
Justice Committee narrowly approved a bill that would charge
with a felony protesters blocking
access to clinics that perform
abortions. Persons arrested for
the second time would face a
maximum penalty of five years
in jail and a $2,500 fine. Opponents of the bill say that the

measure would violate antiabortionists' First Amendment
rights. A U.S . Supreme Court
ruling on the validity of such
bans in \ irginia and other states
is pending.
CAMERAS IN VIRGINIA
COURTROOMS The Senate
Courts of Justice Committee
voted 1+- 1 to endorse a bill to
permanently allow cameras in
irginia courtrooms except in
juvenile, divorce and sexual assault cases . Forty other states
currently allow cameras.
VIRGINIA ACTS TO SEIZE
LICENSES OF SUSPECTED
DRUNK DRIVERS The Virginia General Assembly passed
two bills that would require
suspected drunk drivers to lose
their licenses before they go to
trial. Although the Senate passed
a slightly different bill, the House
and Senate are expected to agree

Professor Hardy recovers :after receiving a
special delivery Valentine from Cupid himself
during last Friday's Torts class. Hardy declined
comment on the source of the greeting.

on a compromise before March
7. Twenty-nine states including
Maryland and the Di strict of
Columbia, have adopted some
form of administrative revocation
of driver' s licenses.
VIRGINIA TO TARGET
STALKERS Yirginia lawmakers are considering passing legislation to outl aw stalking, a
phenomenon that authorities say
has existed for years, but has
only recently gained widespread
notoriety through such hit mov ies as "Fatal Attraction,"
"Sleeping with the Enemy" and
"Cape Fear." Such a law was
enacted in California and is being considered in other states as
well as Virginia . Increasing
numbers of television and movie
stars, including Michael J. Fox
and David Letterman, have complained of being stalked by obsessed fans .

Greg Brummett

Stranger in Marshall-Wythe lobb:y creates disturbance
All those present reported great difficulty the man was a pallient at the institution.
he saw an officer from Campus Police and
By KEVIN KRONER
The real-world problem of in understanding the man . Hallock deBefore this suggestion was made, Dean members of the administration standing
homelessness and mental illness may have scribed the man as approximately 5' 10"1, Timothy J. Sullivan came into the front in the lobby. Farris said he expected the
paid a visit to the Marshall -Wythe lobby bleary-eyed, and wearing a yellow jacket. office to investigate the disturbance. The police might want a statement from him,
After speaking with Hallock, the man gathering of administrators in Todd 's of- so he stood around for a few minutes . but
last week. An unidentified, older, local
man wandered into the lobby, verbally sat down in the naugahyde station by the fice then made the decision to call Cam- no questions were asked of him.
Both Sulli van and Todd told the Amicus
assaulted some students, and created Moot Court trophy case, where third-years pus Police. As the group, which included
enough of a disturbance to warrant a visit Chris Farris, Joan Ziglar, and Annette Deans Connie Galloway and Dick that there are a fe w local residents--beMoore were already sitting. Farris and Williamson, stood in the front office lieved to be outpa tients at Eastern State
from Campus Police.
At approximately 4: 15 p.m. on Tues- Ziglar also said they could only understand watching, the man. leaned fonvard in his Hospital--who come into the law school
day Feb. 4th, a medium height, thickset, a few of the man's words . The two re- chair and shook his finger at Farris.
on occasion and sit in the lounge or the
Farris said he told the man that some- lobby . Sullivan said that he did not recblack man in his mid-sixties entered the membered him talking about the army,
law school lobby . Witnesses reported segregation, and something about his one was probably calling the police as ognize this particular man, but had sensed
that he first walked around for a moment, mother working for a white judge, here in they spoke, and suggested that he might the discomfort of the students in the lounge
then started talking nith Bizabeth Hallock Williamsburg, for forty years . Farris said want to leave before the authorities arri\'ed_ chairs. The Dean reported that he did not
(3L). Hallock reported that she could not the man gradually raised his voice to a After saying he was not afraid of the feel it was necessary to leave the adminunderstand anything the gentleman said, yell, and was angry about a "white boy" police, the man agreed that leaving the istration offices and confront the indibuilding might be in his best interest. yidual, but "I would have gone out there
and was 'a little nervous. Elizabeth Dopp listening to the conversation.
(3L) noticed the situation and notified
During this conversation, Hallock ap- Farris said the man then got up, attempted [if the situation required·it)."
Gloria Todd in the adrninistmtion offices. proached Farris and asked him if the man to kiss Annette Moore's hand, and started
Campus Police returned to the building
Todd, who had already noticed the man, was to be a participant in that evening's walking toward the: entrance to room 119, later and told Todd that the man would
, was observing the situation.
BLSA/SERCH panel d,iscussion. ~~s where Virginia Procedure was starting. stay with his mother in the future and
••.••• -. -. Witnesses reported1hat the .tnan ap.=.-. told Ha:lliJck that-this-Was not- ~e. ~e . . AcCording toF~is, he th~D. :guided 'th~ .. there should be no f~problems. There
peared to be intoxicated. although no one Farris later suggested that someone ~ . ~'cu.t lll~.e,xit b): the_M~i Col,lIf. R~. _ h.a:ye ~n no. oth$!I: repqrts: regarding tht: .
could remember smelling any alcohol. Eastern State Hospital to see 'if r:erhaps - 'Yhen -F~~ .re-entei~. .t,h~ buil~g, ',: ~~'~~:e tlie'i.nci<!~!1!'·' :' ~ ... ', ., : . ~ -.
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Greenpeace lawyer speaks on attorney's role in social change
Costs of legal education, career services seen as hurdles
By MARY ELLEN WEST
Greg Poe, an attorney for Greenpeace,
spoke at the law school on February 6,
1992, on "Activist Lawyering In
Changing Political Climate". At the
program sponsored by the Environmental
Law Society, Poe emphasized that law
students should consider using their legal
training to better the world.
While recognizing that he took a more
"traditional" route after graduation-clerking for a federal judge in Texas and
then working for a large D.C. fl.l1Jl before
joining Greenpeace-Poe stressed the need
for law students in "non-traditional" public
interest jobs. Poe cited the imminently
disastrous problems with ozone destruction, global warming, and forest destruction as reasons for considering an alternative career path.
Poe 's opinion is that the Bush administration has repeatedly denied the ozone
destruction problem and will now be
forced to deal with this in the face of
NASA 's new evidence confinning the
severity of the ozone's depletion. The
Bush administration's refusal to deal adequately with these issues has only contributed to the disastrous condition of the
Poe
environment, according to Poe.
also criticized the role of the federal courts
in protecting the environment. Poe e~
plained that class action suits, which had

been frequently used by environmental
groups, are being destroyed Additionally,
Poe said standing is being narrowed by
the federal courts in ways that now prevent
environmental groups from even getting
into court to make their claim.
Poe suggested that environmental
groups may need to refocus their attention
on state courts to get results that are no
longer available from federal courts and
said that a commitment to environmental
change must also come from the legislative and executive branches, although at
this point such commitment is conspicuously lacking.
Turning to the topic of legal education
and law schools as an institution, Poe said
that although he was not referring to
Marshall-Wythe specifically, he felt that
law schools generally lag sorely behind
the need for social change. For example,
the lack of adequate loan forgiveness
programs in many schools prevents many
capable and willing students from entering jobs in public interest. Poe cited his
own enormous school loans as a primary
motivating factor in his initial decision to
work for a large firm.
Another e, ample of an institutional
problem with law schools is the limited
career options discussed with students by
job placement offices. Poe suggested that
the values impressed upon law students

need to change and that barriers to accepting lower paying jobs must be removed.
He encouraged students to look inside
themselves when making career decisions
and to remember the words of Emerson:
" othing, at last, matters but the integrity
of your own mind."
Greenpeace as an organization focuses
on nonviolent methods of social change,
such as grass roots organizing, public
outreach, and some lobbying on Capitol
Hill. Poe said the organization tries to be
"on the edge", constantly pushing the
environmental debate forward, but not
quite so much "on the edge" as groups like
Earth First, which he described as "way
out there" .
Poe admits that Greenpeace has some
problems with its own image, citing as a
recent example municipal rules that severely limit the organization's door-todoor canvasing. Municipalities have enacted laws requiring all canvasing to ~e
place between the hours of noon and 5:00
p.m. (when no one is at home) and requiring Greenpeace to submit proof that
its canvassers are not HI carriers. Poe
emphasized that the constitutionality of
municipal ordinances of this nature is
questionable, but did not indicate that
Greenpeace ha taken any steps to challenge them.
The discussion then turned to the role

of the staff attorney in an organization
such as Greenpeace. As a lawyer, Poe is
careful no t to breach ethical rules and
therefore never advises anyone to commit
illegal acts. What he can do is advise
activists of the probable consequences of
their acts. For example, if a person proposes to chain himself to an empty oil
taker berth, the staff attorney's role is to
advise him or her of the possible civil and
criminal consequences such action could
involve. Poe can also contact attorneys at
the site of an activity to provide activists
with counsel. Attorneys at a protest site
can also be used to discover the stance of
local prosecutors and judges regarding
this sort of activity.
When asked whether Greenpeace has a
disrespect for "legal order," Poe stressed
that Greenpeace as an organization has no
subversive intent to undermine the legal
system and does not break the law for the
sake of lawbreaking. Instead, the orga·
nization employs nonviolent resisILmce to
the forces of evil and uses the legal system
as a fulcrum to point out what is wrong
with the legal system as a whole.
As an example, Poe said that when a
Greenpeace activist is arrested for trespass,
that activist is not "disrespecting" the
legal principle of trespass, but is simply
willing to face the consequences of the act
to advance the group's views.

Students protest destruction of Wildflower Refuge
By SEAN SELL
As construction of the new
University Center on the
College's main campus continues, so does the controversy. The
latest debate involves an
unannounced access road being
built behind the King Student
Health Center into the Wildflower Refuge. The road will
allow for a drainage channel.
Builders are making a path
about 12 feet wide and 200 feet
long, necessarily destroying all
vegetation in their way . The
road is being constructed so that
construction workers can leave a
trail of rip-rap rocks, large granite
rocks designed to decrease the
velocity of draining water.
o students or faculty were
consulted or notified about the
decision to take this step, despite
well-known student interest in
keeping the refuge in the same
condition as it was before construction began.
The administration and architects did meet with students
on February 12 to discuss concerns. According to college senior Kathy O'Neill, a member of
the Student Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC), the administration expected only three
students to come to the meeting,
but over thirty showed up. As a
result, Vice President for Administration and Finance Wil liam Merck and the builders
have,
,
agreed to meet with'sWdebts on a
monthly basis 'to 'discuss'-ihe
progress of the coostruction This

agreement, however, was not
reached until after the decision
to build the access road was made
and the process begun.
Still concerned about the new
developments, SEA.C posted "An
Open Letter to the College
Community" in many areas, including the Marshal 1- Wythe administrative bulletin board. The
letter explained SEAC's anger
with the procedure used: "Rather
than present these new plans to
the entire college community for
discussion and comment, decisions were made to bypass established advisory bodies like the
Landscape, Energy and Environment Committee and the
Campus Developmental Concerns Committee, and to proceed
with the implementation of these
.new plans."
SEAC also hastily organized
a protest in the form of a funeral
for the College woods. About 80
students gathered in front of the
present Campus Center, where
O'Neill talked about the access
road. O'Neill spoke of the
problem of getting the administration to take students' views
seriously. "They tell us to get
involved," 0' Neill said, "so we
spend hours and hour~ being involved, but when push comes to
shove, they make the decisions
regardless of what we say."
The administration is not entirely to blame, according to
O' Neill. "Students need to'make
more' of an effort to get therr
opinioiJ " known. We can' t have '

the same five or six people going
to the meetings with the administration and expect our views to
be persuasive."
After 0 ' eill spoke, a trumpeter played taps and the procession began. The crowd went
through campus to the construction site, gathering people on the
way, until the total number
reached about 200. Organizers
were very pleased with the turnout, considering, as SEAC
member Chris Ibsen said, that
"we literally threw it [the protest]
together last night."
Upon arriving at the construction site, protesters sat on a
grassy hill across from the Health
Center while Ibsen read the eulogy, which in this case was Dr.
Seuss' s The Lorax.
The story is about a creature
called the Onceler, who cuts
down all the truffula trees in order to make and sell thneeds
(which everyone needs). The
Lorax "speaks for the trees" and
tries desperately, but unsuccess~
fully, to get the Onceler to stop.
After all the trees are gone, and
all the animals have left, the
Onceler is left alone, regretting
what he has done. He gives the
last truffula seed to a child who
has come to hear the story, and
encourages the child to try to
replenish the world.
After reading the story, Ibsen
said that everyone who had
shoWn up at the-protest that·<Jay
had been 'given a trufftiIa seed,
aM shoUld use it to try to' stop

environmental destruction.
SEAC member Jonathan Akin
then told the crowd that after
many recent discussions with
Merck, Merck had agreed that
interim president Melvin
Schiavelli would meet with students regularly to discuss concerns about the campus. 0' Neill
was certain this decision resulted
from the student protest, and
considered it "a very good step,"
because the meeting will help
prevent the problem of having
concerns get buried in committee meetings or vetoed before

reaching upper levels of the administration.
Another good step, O ' Neill
felt, was new Student Association President Joe Price' s decision to add an Executive VicePresident for Environmental Affairs to the SA Board. Price, who
had promised this addition to the
Board in his campaign, attended
the demonstration.
Afterwards, students stayed to
help transplant wildflowers that

See FUNERAL, page 16
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Mikva's charm and charisma ellthralllaw students
ByPAMARLUK

If there ever was a guy who
should have been on the Supreme
Com, Abner J. Mikva is the one.
Unfortunately, he has been relegated to a dissenting role on the
now-conservative D.C. Court of
Appeals . That's okay though,
said Judge MiJ...-va, "now I have a
macro where I just press a button
and it says 'Mikva, J. dissenting. ",
In a very candid question and
answer session Judge Mikva told
William and Mary students his
views on the nomination process,
the war on crime, Roe v. Wade,
and qualities he looks for in a
law clerk.
On the nomination process,
Judge .Mikva noted that he himself went through very difficult
confirmation hearings when he
was nominated to the D.C. Court
of Appeals. He was opposed by
the National Rifle Association,
which spent almost $1 million to
defeat his nomination.
"My wife said that since they
spent so much money to defeat
me, they should have tried for a
settlement," said Mikva He went

on to say that the nomination
process works the way it is intended to.
"Throughout history 20 percent of judges nominated were
defeated," said Mikva. "Although it is a painful process, it is
the way the system has to work,
because after 'a justice is confirmed he is immunized for the
rest of time."
Regarding the war on crime,
Judge Mikva criticized the current trend of harsh, mandatory
sentences. "The failure could
have been predicted. We have
known for a long time that the
harshness of the sentence has
little effect on deterrence."
However, Judge Mikva also
noted that the answer to the current crime problem is difficult
because it is expensive, unpopular and difficult to get
through the political system.
"The problem has to do with
education and living conditions
in urban areas. We have to deal
with the fundamental problem of
how kids grow up," said Mikva.
Concerning Roe v. Wade,
Judge Mikva said that he wished

that the Court had never decided
the case in the first place. He said
that the states were solving the
problem at the time that Roe v.
Wade was decided. In fact, he
believes the decision created a
class right to abortions; if a
woman could afford an abortion,
she could obtain one, but very
few states will currently pay for
a poor woman to get an abortion.
When asked about the clerkship application process, Judge
Mikva recommended that students who are really serious about
being clerks should "start applying around the sixth grade." He
expressed disappointment with
how early judges have been
choosing clerks in recent years.
"Some of my colleagues have
been going to maternity wards in
search of their clerks," he
laughingly said.
However, when looking for a
clerk, Judge Mikva said that he
looks for someone who is smart,
with good writing ability, and a
genuine enthusiasm towards the
law. Unfortunately, Judge Mik-va
then disappointed the crowd by
admitting that his clerkship posi-

Justice Mikva gave a special talk for M· W
students following the Bill of Rights Sym·
li>OSium. His appearance at the law school
1Was sponsored by the Institute and the
W &M Speakers Forum.
tions were already filled.
Notwithstanding this crushing blow to the hopes and aspirations of all students applying for
clerkships, Marshall-Wythe stud4mts were still treated to a

Greg Brwnmett

charming display of intelligence,
wit and charisma, as well as an
understanding of how this man
was able to become the chief
judge of the second most prestigious court in the nation.

Student abuse of staplers prolllpts rellloval by Heller
By JOHN EDWARDS
Two weeks ago the library announced
the removal of all staplers for students'
use, stating that "within two days $100
worth of staplers have been destroyed or
stolen." This seemingly incredulous
statement ended one user-friendly feature
of the library. The claim that $100 of
staplers were destroyed or stolen, however,
is factual imd only the tip of the vandalism
nightmare the school library has experienced over the last few years.
According to Law librarian James S.
Heller, on Jan. 23 the library provided for
student use three staplers--two heavy-duty
plier-type staplers purchased for $16.55
and one extra-heavy-duty stapler purchased for $69.95. The hand-held staplers
were attached to the old circulation desk
by chains. The invoices for the staplers
had not even gone through school accounting when, on Jan. 25 a student
brought one of the hand-held staplers to
the circulation desk requesting that it be
repaired. The stapler had been ripped off
the chain and destroyed beyond repair.
The other staplers were also destroyed,
two days after they had been made available for student use.
This is not a new situation for the
library, nor is the destruction limited to
staplers, said Heller. Over a number of
years, dozens of staplers have been destroyed or stolen. Often the staplers are
destroyed by people stepping on them
during use. Further, the paper cutters
have been taken apart to accommodate
unusual paper sizes and the pieces lost.
Copying machine feeders have been literally taken apart. screw-by-screw, by per-

"The thing speaks for itself." He stated
that he has resisted removal of staplers for
student use in the library, but the cost of
replacing damaged and destroyed items
has precluded the library from doing any
more. The staplers which were provided
last month were considered among the
most durable available. When those were
destroyed or stolen within two days, Heller
called it quits.
Heller stated that no official communication had taken place with either the

students or the administration prior to bis
decision to remove the staplers. Dean
Connie Galloway 4;x)nfmned this, saying
that Heller had mt:ntioned it to her only
once. She added, though, that she has no
real say in such matters. library operations, according to both Jim Heller and
Dean Galloway, ar,e more or less autonomous. '1 can't commit political suicide"
by removing somt:thing like the photocopiers, said HelleT, but something like
providing staplers iis another matter.

When asked why he did not inform the
students that the removal was contemplated, Heller pointed out that one heavy
duty stapler was previously destroyed directly in front of the operating circulation
desk. The student had put the stapler on
the floor and used his foot to operate the
stapler. According to Heller, telling that
student and others that this could damage
or destroy the stapler would be superfluous. At this time he has no plans to return
to the "stapler business."

By HEATHER SUE RAMSEY
On Feb. 28 and 29, Marshall-Wythe
will host the 21st Annual William B.
Spong, Jr. Invitational Moot Court Tournament. Twenty teams from 17 schools
are registered in the constitutional law
tournament.
Twenty-three federal, Virginia Supreme Court, and Virginia Court of Appeals judges will evaluate this year's
competitors. Even though William and
Mary cannot afford to compensate the
judges for their efforts, many return year
after year.
In addition to high-quality judging,
Tournament Justice Bizabeth Dopp (3L)
attributes Spong's popularity to the traditions associated with the tournament. 'The
awards ceremony will be held in the Great
Hall of the Wren Building, one of the most
impressive rooms on the campus.
This year more schools than expected
responded to the invitation to participate,
and some teams had to be refused registration. While Dopp said she didn't want to

(3L) wrote the problem which the teams
will argue. Law Review and Administrative Law Review staff members
bluebooked the brilefs submitted by the
teams. The Moot Court bar provides
bailiffs, entertains Ithe judges and shepherds the teams throughout the weekend.
Because the $275 entrance fee doesn't

cover the entire cost of the tournament,
the Virginia Trial Lawyers Association
and Dean Sullivan's discretionary fund
assist with financing .
The tournament will be open to students to watch, and a schedule of the
rounds will be posted. Dopp and Sherman
encourage all students to attend

Annual Spong TOllrnament scheduled

sons a!t~!ppJing to. ~ove a }'!lpc:r jant .. • ~ ~~~~' ,~gh~~i!y ~~s, th: .~~n
People have removed copying machine bwlding SImply Isn t rug enough to accommodate everyone.
covers to make it easier to copy books.
1Dis is ares ipsa situalim," said Heller.
Spoog Research Justice Eric Branscom
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Card-key security system too expensive for law school
Already installed on many undergrad buildings
law book collection prompted a change in to Marshall-Wythe touted the law school study carrels and computers with a sepaBy DAVID PFEFFERKORN
as offering twenty-four hour library ac- rate entry from the main doors of the law
Over at the new art studio on the Wil- the policy.
According to Galloway, no specific cess. For some in the Gass of 1992, that school, so that students can use the room
liam and Mary campus, students get individual keys in the form of computer- incident lead to the change in policy , feature was a deciding factor. Debbi without the need for opening the entire
coded cards which allow them 2.+-hour which was instituted during the summer Rauanheimo, who recently completed her building.
Heller was quick to note that the library
access to their building. ome of the of 1989, but the administration sensed classes and is studying in \Villiamsburg
dormitories on campus are equipped with that the building was vulnerable to entry for the bar, said "1 went to a small school at Marshall-Wythe is open the second
these sophisticated systems as well. At by intruders . Galloway said that by as an undergraduate, where we had access longest of any law school in the SouthMarshall-Wythe, meanwhile, students are propping open some of the many doors in to the library and labs 2-1- hours a day. The eastern nited States--122 hours a week.
unceremoniously swept out of the law the building, students had effectively open library was a major attraction of Only Washington and Lee maintains a 2-1hour facility, and their location does not
school building at about 1:30 each morn- bypassed the minimum protection of Marshall-Wythe for me."
mg .
One problem with installing a key-card present the same problems as Williamsmaintaining a single unlocked door at
l nfortunately, the new lock technology night, and a decision was made to close system with a computerized memory is burg, Heller said. In addition, Heller said
the cost Facilities Management locksmith the M-W library is open an hour later
will not be unveiled here in the foreseeable the law school from 1:30 to 7:00 am.
future . According to several sources, the
Several students have expressed dis- Ray Geery estimates such a system would during high demand periods, and is one of
start-up cost of a key-card arrangement is pleasure with the current policy, which cost over SIO,OOO to put in place, and said only six law libraries to allow student
prohibitive, and the design of the building forces those working late at night to leave that in the current era of budget slashing, access after the circulation desk closes.
For those considering the new graduis not conducive to a restricted entry the building when Campus Security ar- those ftmds are not likely to make it through
ate housing next door to the law school,
system.
rives, usually any time between 1:00 and the V irginia legislature.
l ntil 1989, law students were permit- 2:30 in the morning. Some students say
According to Head Librarian Jim the word from Facili ties Management is
ted to remain in the building and use the that the limited availability of computers Heller, the set-up of the law school building that traditional keys will also be used for
library at Marshall-Wythe after the in the library lab forces them to work in makes it difficult to allow access to some these buildings. The outer doors will be
building was locked by Campus ecurity. the early morning hours to complete as- areas while restricting others. Heller has equipped with high-security locking cylproposed a 2-1- hour study hall as an idea inders, and the doors to the individual
Associate Dean Connie Galloway said signments and outlines.
In addition, the catalogue students in for the addition to the law school. He apartments will be of the simple key vaheightened concern about the personal
safety of students and the security of the the class of 1992 received when applying envisions a large room equipped with riety.

Harassment not uncommon in summer legal settings
By CLAUDIA DEL GROSS
Brenda thinks Dan, a co-worker, has a
great physique. he often stares at him
when she thinks he' s not looking. Although he hasn' t told her, Dan has noticed
Brenda' s stares, and they make him feel
uncomfortable. Is this sexual harassment?
The answer is . yes.-Brenda is creating what a hostile working environment. Dan could file a sexual
harassment charge without even telling
Brenda that her stares are unwelcome.
Suppose you are Dan, or more likely ,
Danielle. And suppose further that you
are taking your fir t crack at legal employment as a summer associate or intern.
Brenda, or Brendan as the case may be,
could have a profound effect on whether
you are considered for future employment
with this employer. Brendan could be
your mentor, or on the hiring committee,
or in charge of work assignments.
ound unlikely? Guess again . An
unscientific survey of women at Marshall\Vythe who held summer legal positions
last year reveals that more than half of
these women had at least one uncomfortable or intimidating experience at their
jobs which could be termed sexual harassment. The office positions of the harassers ranged anywhere from security guard
to senior partner. The forms of harassm ent were usuall y unwanted and unwelcome attention from male colleagues,
vulgar comments, or references to work
product in terms of the way a man would
perform the same task.
The most likely victims of harassment,
female or male, are single or divorced.
Women are at an above-average risk if
the y have college educations or graduate
degrees. The risk is also higher for workers
in places where the vast majority of coworkers are of the opposite sex.
Surveys have shown that 90 percent of
Fortune SOO companies have dealt wi th
sexual harassment complaints. More than
half of womep exeC!.JliY~s say they have
suffered abuse~ 'ESti'iii8tes' generated from

tudies involving federal employees place
the percentage of women workers who
have been harassed at approximately -1-2.
Many commentators on the subject state
that se-,ual harassment is "a power trip" or
"an issue of power and exclusion." Thi s
characterization is right on the mark regarrung qUid pro quo (something for
something) cases. However, the more
subtle forms of harassment, which occur
with the greatest frequency , can also be
attributed to down right ignorance about
what constitutes sexual harassment.
Women and men harbor different notions of what is intimidating, hostile, or
offensive. Even a comment that may
sound innocent - "that 's a nice dress" - can
be a form of sexual harassment depending
upon the context in which the statement is
made. Consider also that only six years
have passed since the Supreme Court in
Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson defined
harassment to include verbal or physical
conduct that creates an intimidating,
hostile or offensive work environment or
that unreasonably interferes with an
employee's job performance.
What should a summer employee do if
sexual harassment rears its ugly head? It
has been suggested that the simplest and
most effective way to put an end to harassment in most instances is to ask or tell
the harasser to stop or modify his or her
behavior. According to a survey of women
who took this approach , 61 percent had
success. Telling other colleagues, or simply threatening to do so, proved effective
55 percent of the time. Pretending to
ignore the offensive behavior--a common
ploy--usually does not work at all .
Unfortunately for the summer associ ate or intern, the third tactic--ignoring the
offensive behavior--ma. seem the most
palatable, considering the short term of
the employment, the attractiveness of a
summer free of controversy, and the desire for an offer of permanent employm.~t: ~ fact, the ~haU -,\Yytlie .wom~
almost
~t

, surveyed

this alternative was the tactic they either
used or would use in such a situation.
Some suggest finding someone in the
office whom you trust and telling that
person in confidence.
The Mary & William Society would
like law students to be informed about

sexual harassment and, more generally,
issues of gender inequality in the workplace. Throughout the semester, Mary &
William will be disseminating information
regarding these topics. M&W also encourages students to educate themselves
on the issues.
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Mandating criminal representation is not a big deal
Brett lohnnson
Desperate times require that desperate measures be
taken. Knoxville, Tennessee cwrently fInds itself in the
midst of desperate times.
Like many urban areas, Knoxville cannot keep up
with the ever increasing number of criminal defendants
who need a comt-appointed attorney. A June 1991 study
by the Tennessee District Public Defenders Conference
discovered that every lawyer in a public defender's
office in the state was handling an average of 430 cases.
A January 17 New York Times article mentioned that
an attorney in Knoxville who does court-appointed work
will take 60 cases to trial before the end of April. With
15 weeks until the end of April, that figure means 4 trials
per week. Under these circumstances, how can an
attorney give effective representation?
Many public defenders say they can't--attorneys in both
Louisiana and Georgia have fIled suits claiming that they
cannot handle their caseloads and meet their ethical
obligations to each client.
How did things get so bad? Public defenders blame
the recession for lack of state funding and they blame the
war on drugs for the increase in criminal defendants .
According to the National Center for State Courts, the
number of criminal fllings--particularly for drug related
offenses--doubled in many large metropolitan areas
during the last decade.
Knoxville's solution is simple: Require each of the
1,200 licensed lawyers in the county to represent the poor

at no charge in misdemeanor cases. Only those attorneys
who can show physical infIrmity, retirement, or death are
exempt from the requirement. The judicial order specifically said that "no lawyer will be excused for any of the
following reasons: (a) does not accept court appointed
cases; (b) does not practice criminaI law; (c) is too busy."
Needless to say, not every lawyer in Knoxville is
happy about having to take on indigent clients for free.
They should grin and bear it. Because bar associations
require licensing, the legal profession is, by its \·ery
nature, monopolistic. No one other than a member of the
bar could legally represent indigent clients in court.
Along with the privilege of practicing law come certain
duties. One of the duties of bar membership is to accept
court-appointed work.
The Model Code and Model Rules state clearly that a
lawyer should render public interest legal sen'ice. Rule
6 .2 says that a "lawyer shall not seek to avoid appointment by a tribunal to represent a person except for good
cause." Good cause is limited to instances when representation would create a violation of rule.> of professional
conduct, when an unreasonable fInancial burden would
result, or when the client or cause is incredibly repugnant
to the attorney.
Representing a client charged with a misdemeanor is
not likely a financial burden nor is the client likely to be
horribly repugnant to the attorney. Lawyers in Knoxville
are crying foul, though. Many of them claim that they are
inexperienced in criminal law and "ethically" could not
provide competent representation. Defending a misdemeanor charge cannot be too difficult for local bar
members. And why shouldn't lawyers be required to

maintain a competent knowledge of criminal law and
procedure? Criminal justice is a basic part of the American legal system--you need to know it to pass the bar. Is
passing that section of the bar enough?
Lawyers in Knoxville have been told that they can call
criminal lawyers elsewhere in town if they feel lost or
incompetent. Talking about mandatory representation,
one attorney quoted in the New York Times article said,
"most defendants admit their guilt and want an attorney
egotlatlOn
to negotiate a very minimal sentence."
should be the strong suit of the average corporate
lawyers.
Even without the ethical duty to do pro bono work and
to accept court-appointed cases, many attorneys need to
be reminded of the need and right of criminaI defendants
to be represented by counsel. Being given an opportunity
to protect another person's constitutional rights should
never be a burden for a lawyer. Knoxville' s solution to
its excessive number of criminal cases has been called a
Band-Aid, a temporary fIx. Even if this fix only temporarily covers the problem, the "Band-Aid '--otherwise
known as the members of the bar, end up helping
themselves.
Putting the blame on Tennessee for running out of
money to fund the public defender's office is not the
answer. Nor is drawing arbitrary lines through the bar
roster to determine which lawyers might be more adept
at defending criminal cases. The fairest solution has
been selected by the Knoxville jUdiciary. Wben all
attorneys are required to help out, perception of overcrmnied dockets ceases to be just a "criminal" problem.
its everyone's problem. Everyone should help solve it.

Knoxville's rule deprives rights of criminals and attorneys
Heather Sue Ramsey
The sickness: too few public defenders to a community. The cure: hire more public defenders. The bandaid that hides the problem while it gets worse: requiring
all bar members to perform pro-bono public defender
services. Quite simply, if the problem is a shortage of
public defenders , the answer is to hire more public
defenders.
For an indigent criminal defendant, the services of a
reluctant corporate or bankruptcy attorney who hasn 't
looked at Miranda since her one semester of criminal law
ten years ago will probably fall closer to legal malpractice
than effective assistance of counsel. Fearing the legal
malpractice they'll possibly commit in a criminal trial ,
many appointed counsel may accept any plea bargain the
prosecution offers.
The law prohibits judges from jailing lawbreakers
who lacked counsel at trial, or imposing longer recidivist
sentences on lawbreakers who lacked counsel at their
prior trials. For minor offenses like shoplifting, why not
let the defendant do without counsel and have the judge
impose a fine instead of jail? For more serious misdemeanors and felonies, the stakes are too high to allow
attorneys who don't know the rules of evidence into the
courtroom.
In the short run, Knox County's solution provides a

temporary solution; but in the long run, this temporary
solution will cause far more problems than it solves.
Given the number of defendants with inexperienced
counsel, many of those convicted will have colorable
ineffective assistance of counsel appeals. These meritorious appeals cost prosecutors time, court time and,
hopefully, experienced defense attorney time. Faced
with the prospect of overturning convictions, appellate
judges may lower their standards for effective assistance
of defense counsel. The right to counsel should not be
eroded because a community is unwilling to fund it.
The only effective solution to the problem is to hire
more public defenders . Knox County claims it cannot
afford to do this because their coffers are empty. The
hardships of this situation should rest on all taxpayers,
not primarily on indigent defendants .
If Knox County will cut public services to this extent
rather than raise taxes, why not stop arresting people?
Criminal defendants won't die or suffer if they lack
counsel, they just won't go to jail. If Knox County is
unwilling to pay for a fair trial, it will have to accept the
anarchy of criminals roaming the streets unchecked.
Although it is unpopular, raising ta~es is preferable to
anarchy.
Knox County's program is unfair to the attorneys as
well as the defendants. While I strongly believe mandat<X)
unpaid labor is unfair, if not illegal, requiring attorneys
to practice law outside their fIeld of specialty places on
them an intolerable burden. Lawyers are not widgets,

they are not interchangeable and all equally suited to the
same purpose.
Many attorneys have specialized areas of practice in
which they are confident they know the current law. To
force a federal tax expert to defend an alleged child
molester is to compel him to risk his malpractice insurance and reputation.
As the potential for inadequate assistance of counsel
claims is high, so is the potential for malpractice suits.
Even if the attorney is not guilty of malpractice, the
simple fact that he operated so far from his field of
expertise invites plaintiff's claims. Errors made in her
pro-bono cases can tarnish an attorney's professional
image, and cause an undesen·ed loss of reputation.
Desperate times call for desperate measures , and
Knox County is surely experiencing desperate times.
But should taJ;payers' unwillingness to pay for legal
services justify the government demanding them for
free? If government were unwilling to pay for food
stamps, can it require supermarkets to give free food to
the poor?
The entire populace of Knox County receives the true
benefit of public defenders: the security of knowing the
right to counsel is available and the security of haYing
criminals behind bars. The conscripted attorneys are not
senring the indigent defendant (who but-for their services
has no chance of imprisonment), they're serving the
entire populace. The defendant and the county may be
broke, but is the entire populace broke too?

"Crossfire" is a regular feature of the Amicus Curiae. It is an open forum for students to present views on controversial issues. Any student interested in writing on an issue
for "CrossfIre" should drop a note with hislber name, year and topic in the Amicus hanging file . It is not neessary for a student interested in writing one side of an issue
to find a party to write the opposing view. Although "Crossfire" topics
subject to editorial approval, opinions submitted will not be edited by tlbe Amicus staff. "Crossfire"
submissions will not be printed anonymously.
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Hank's World

A "Schulzian" approach to today's current events
Henry Lerner
Just a few thoughts for your idle consideration .. ..
• How 'bout that _ 1ike Tyson thing? I
have to admit that the strategy of his
defense lmvyers to make Iron Mike into a
crude, vulgar and sexually depraved person was a stroke of genius. After all, who
could ever believe that someone like that
would be capable of rape? I wonder how
many cartons of cigarettes the champ will
be worth in the big house? Heck, people
paid $100 for courtroom pas es just to sit
behind him ....
• Speaking of rape trials, Court T. . has
been spending so much air time showing
those shapeless grey blobs over the faces
of alleged victims that they are thinking of
changing their name to 'The Silly-Putty
Network."
• In a surprise move last week, the W & M
presidential search committee announced
that Mikhail Gorbachev is one of the

GERBER, from page 2
teen week semester can be adequately measured in a three or
even a four hour exam stands as
ludicrous. Just look at the folks
who choose not to attend classes
and yet earn grades just as high
and in many cases higher than
the grades earned by people who
religiously attend all classes and
do all reading assignments. I do
not mean to criticize those who
choose to tackle law school according to this method, I mean
only to point out the absence of
any correlation between classroom diligence and law school
exam success, and to emphasize
the apparent arbitrariness of the
process.
Christian apparently had a
negative experience with the
limited space exam concept.
Others may have had negative
experiences with the limited
space exam method's antithesis,
the more traditional writing contest type exam. I refer to this
method as the shotgun or regurgitation method. This method
may otherwise be known as the
"Tell me everything you know
about insert name of first year
course here, you have three
hours , go!" method. I question
what the shotgun method tests
that relates to my future career as
a lawyer. It seems to me that
method tests memorization,
speed writing and the endurance
of one 's writing arm. While it
. represe~~ one WilY of testing
people, my summer experi_e nces

twelve finalists for the position. He had
been passed over in the initial search
process until someone looked at a AAA
map and realized that the spot on Mike's
head was actually an outline of Lake
Matoaka
• I have a friend at another law school who
has taken to calling one of her professors
an '~altitudinally -challenged -fatherless
one. " (You figure it out... .)
• First runner-up Quote of the Fortnight:
"Precedent shows what has been done,
not what has been done well."
• The only reliably funny part of Saturday
ight Live the last few years has been
"Weekend pdate." Even though it is
pretty lame now, you can still catch Dennis
Miller at his best in the monologue time
for his Friday show. Most excellent.
(Fridays at 12:00, on Fox 33.)
• The Winter Olympics are on again.
Yippee-ski pee.
• In view of the current job market, Dean
Kaplan will be holding a job finding
seminar at OCPP to train first-years how
to say, "wudja like fries widdat?"

• Rumor has it that Professor Devins has
signed a deal with Rhino Records to record
and distribute ''The Devins Dance," a hiphop tune and dance step based on his
three-step-turn teaching maneuver. (To
Prof. Devins: the "Irving come home"
joke is a lot funnier if you make it a Jewish
woman visiting the Pope.)
• The "In Living Color" Super Bowl
halftime show contained a rather blatant
reference to Richard Gere and a hamster.
A lawsuit has been threatened, but Fox
executives say that they don't think the
hamster has a viable claim.
• Although I am a registered Republican,
(I came to irginia through a minority
recruitment program), I can't help but be
impressed by the presidential campaign
of Paul Tsongas. In 1988 I supported Paul
Simon based solely on the fact that he
could tie his own bow-tie, and this year
Tsongas impresses me basically because
he is the only one in the race from either
party who has the testicular forti tude to
actually tell a story vaguely resembling
"the Truth."

have not revealed an opportunity course, their knowledge of the
for me to speed write without law, and how they might perconsulting the books for a three form as attorneys. Unfortunately
hour period.
any such alternative would
People, even law students, probably not allow a professor to
learn differently, and will per- have grades for 100 plus students
form differently under different in a given class prepared within
testing methods and circum- three or four weeks. I presume
stances. One only needs to read that having reasonable class
one of the many articles in the sizes--say no more than forty
popular press critiquing the SAT students in a class--is not finanas evidence of this notion. Many cially feasible.
of us here at Marshall-Wythe
I hope that eventually legal
went through school performing educators ",ill respond to the fact
better on essay type tests and that high grades in law school do
doing better in humanities type not necessarily correlate to one's
courses than friends of ours who being a good attorney, and that
may now be attending medical they will attempt to institute alschool who may have excelled in ternative evaluation methods. In
science and math type courses. the meantime I appreciate those
(I recognize that I am generaliz- professors who seek innovative
ing and that exceptions exist.)
approaches to their exams and
Different test methods test avoid the standard shot.,ouns. The
different skills. I would suggest law school exam and grading
that a limited space exam tests process becomes less arbitrary
one's ability to analyze a prob- when professors employ differlem, cut to its core, and organize ent testing methods which aIlow
a well reasoned, well supported, different students with different
comprehensive yet brief solution. learning styles the chance to exIn my opinion, which may con- cel. Suggesting that alternative
cededly be based on my past methods are less than compregrades, this type of exam tests hensive, lazy or otherwise inadme better for how I anticipate I equate simply because one feels
will earn a living. I do not pre- that he did not do as well as he
sume to suggest that it tests would have liked sounds selfIsh
Christian or anyone else better and misses the point entirely. In
for how they will earn a living. the context of Marshall-Wythe,
Regardless of my personal where so many of us test so very
preference for exams other than close together--I think I've heard
the three hour writing contests, I that nearly 60% of the third year
would very much like to see an class have GPAs between 2.8
alternative to the current law and 3.1--there is a place for alschool exam and grading pro- ternative testing methods.
.cess thatmight more accurately _
Very truly yours,
reflect what students put into a
Steven K. Gerber (3L)

• One inch of snow. All I ask for is one
lousy inch of snow.
• Quote of the Fortnight: "People who
live in glass houses shouldn't...."
• So far this year there have been "citations" in various classes to Saturday Night
Live, "Misery," a Degree anti-perspirant
commercial and "Wayne's World." Does
anyone happen to know where these are
referenced in the Bluebook?
• After leading during the entire primary
process, the only Democratic hopeful who
has been able to beat President Bush in
preliminary polls has fmally entered the
race. The candidate, Nobody, made his
formal announcement last week in
Paramus, New Jersey, saying that the city
is "a place that Nobody truly enjoys."
Nobody's upcoming speaking locations
are: Intercourse, Pennsylvania; Zanesville,
Ohio; and Ely, Nevada. Stay tuned for
further updates.
• If anyone happens to make brownies in
the next few days would you mind dropping a few in my hanging ftle? No nuts,
please.

SCOOTER, from page 2
don 't attend those classes and
prepare for that possibility. And,
if you learn well in advance, as
you did last semester, that a particular exam will have a certain
format (be it multiple choice,
short answer, long essay, limited
space, closed book, or whatever),
it's your fault if you don't prepare adequately to answer questions in the way the professor
expects. A professor's reasons
for writing an exam a certain
way are irrelevant The point is,
once you have reason to know
what's coming, the responsibility to tailor your preparation accordingly is yours.
If Christian thinks the system
should be different, I'm with him
all the way. He is absolutely
right that the law school examination process is arbitrary, and
that some examination methods
are more arbitrary than others.
But arbitrariness, like beauty,
lies in the eye of the beholder.
Every examination method is
inherently arbitrary in some respects. Every method necessarily focuses on only a few narrow
bands within the broad spectrum
of human talents and abilities,
the combination of which is different in every one of us. Some
students perform better on openbook exams, others on c1osedbook; some on essays, others on
multiple choice questions; some
on exams that call for never
pausing to lift pen from paper for
three hours, others on exams that

put a premium on organizing and
writing short, concise answers .
Certainly, we can disagree
about which exam format is the
least imperfect -- not best, but
least imperfect -- for measuring
our own skills and abilities as
lawyers. But no single method is
necessarily the least imperfect
for everyone, or even for most.
That a particular individual might
be more facile with one arbitrary
exam format than with others
does not imply that the exams on
which he falls short are any more
intrinsically unfair than the others.
The troubling premise of
Christian's letter is that what one
perceives as unfair for himself
necessariIy is unfair for all. But
because we all differ in our mix
of abilities, and because administering exams individually tailored to suit those differing abilities is a practical impossibility,
no individual's personal transcript can be an objective barometer of the fairness of the exams
at Marshall-Wythe, and no individual can claim the right to take
only exams tailored to his particular strengths.
Coming from one who never
before had taken a law school
exam, complaints of the type in
Christian's letter would be more
understandable. But coming
from one who has seen the drill
through almost to completion -and has performed that drill far
better than most -- the protest
rings more than a little hollow.
Sincerely, .

Scott M. Zimmennan (3L)
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Ask Miss Demeanor
By MISS DEMEANOR
Hello Again, Happy Students! As you
all know, today is President's Day, the
day Congress has decided used car dealers and carper salesmen will celebrate the
birth of two of our nation's greatest leaders.
Although we join the nation in honoring
their memories through the traditional
absence of mail delivery, banking and
trash collection, the Happy Students of
Marshall-Wythe will also spend the father
of our country's actual birthday dining,
drinking and dancing at the annual
Barrister's Ball.
I must admit, the approach of the annual
Spring fonnal has me heady with excitement. Just thinking of the delightful scene
as handsome young couples and revelling
groups of friends glide across the dance
floor in their finest suits, dinner jackets or
cocktail dresses makes me almost tipsy!
Barrister's Ball is certainly the most
prominent social event of the year. As
always, maintaining proper etiquette is
paramount. It is with this in mind that,
along with answering this week's letters,
I am taking the liberty of rerunning a
portion of a past column that deals directly
with a common etiquette problem surrounding this important event.
Dear Miss Demeanor,
Recently, a boy in my class asked me to
the Barrister's Ball. I abhor, loathe, and
detest this person, and would never be
caught dead out with him--especially at a
function as important and socially visible
as the spring fonnal. How should I make
him understand that I don't want to go to
Barrister's, or anywhere else with him,

ever, even if he were the last wealthy man
on earth?

signed "Retching in the Women's
Room"
Dear "Wretch,"
Certainly this is a particularly sticky
situation, which has presented itself to
each of us at one time or another. A lady
must always keep in mind that the fear of
rejection often makes it very difficult for
young men to muster the courage to "ask
out" girls to important social functions.
With this understanding, responses in the
negative should be handled with utmost
delicacy and tact.
Keep in mind, as well, that it is more
damaging to make up an excuse for one
event, thereby implying to the would-be
beau that future attempts are encouraged.
If the latter case is in fact true--that you
would truly enjoy a particular young
gentleman's attentions, but cannot make
the event in question--an honest, direct
excuse is in order.
If, however, one feels, as you have
indicated in your letter, that any contact
whatsoever would be considered repulsive, a straightforward, yet gentle, admonition is required. Explain to the
gentleman that you are flattered that he
chose to ask you, but that you consider
yourself well out of his league.
At this point, he may become a bit
embarrassed, or even stunned, as his fragile
ego begins to melt-down before you, at
which point it is perfecdy proper to step
back, point to him in front of everyone in
the room, and laugh uncontrollably. I am
confident that if you practice this approach

one or two times, you will be asked out as
often as you deserve.
Dear Miss Demeanor,
I finally got up the nerve to ask this
reall y nice girl in my class to Barrister's
and she said yes! My problem, however,
is that as a law student, my financial
situation is somewhat embarrassing. After shelling out for the tickets, I'm pretty
much broke. \\That do I do about dinner,
a tux, a corsage? Would it be wrong to ask
her to go Dutch and pay me back for her
ticket?

signed "In love but Insolvent"
Dear "But"
First, let me say how happy I am for
you. Budding romances between Happy
Students are simply a joy and, at MarshallWythe, also make for great conversation.
As for your financial woes, please stop
worrying. TIle majority of Happy Students
are struggling with a similar plight. While
I am well aware that you would like to
make the best of this opportunity to impress, I am certain that the young lady
understands your situation and is more
concerned with being with you and having a good time than whether or not she's
ferried to the ball in a stretch limousine.
Some Happy Students do splurge on an
expensive, romantic meal prior to arriving
at the affair, but you should not feel obligated to do the same. Many Happy
Students opt to take advantage of the
occasion by bosting a pre-ball party or
dinner buffet Possibly one of your friends
will invite you and your date to enjoy a
delightful supper with a group of friends

A M-W tale: Romeo & Juliet revisited
By RICHARD A. HRICIK
Boy meets girl. They fall in
love. She breaks his heart.
(Oooh, sorry that's my story, not
Romeo & Juliet!). Anyway, it
was a crisp January day as Romeo
went to check the wailing wall
for the first time. He was the son
of commoners, coming from a
long line of legal aid lawyers and
public defenders. He had just
completed his first semester at
M-W and nervously awaited the
results.
Unbeknownst to Romeo,
Juliet anxiously strode the lush
grounds of law school anticipating the posting of grades. The
pressure of first semester had
taken its toll. She was constantly
reminded by her family that in
their lineage, every lawyer graded
on to law review. To be the first
not to would be a disgrace.
They arrived at the wall together, numing their fingers over
hundreds of social security
numbers . By accident their fingers met (start chees) love music) and it was love at first sight!
As fate would have it, the grades
reflected those of their ancestors. Juliet, with straight A's,
was destined for Law Review.
Romeo's straight C+'s would

forever brand him a public servant.
Juliet knew their love would
be forbidden by her family and
did her best to dissuade Romeo
from any further advances . As a
token of love, he bought her a
choice parking spot from one of
the neighboring houses and did
her legal skills research for her.
(What a guy!) She ignored the
love in her heart and rejected his
gifts of affection.
Romeo was obsessed with
Juliet. It was close to 2am on
another sleepless night. He realized that he must go to Juliet
and profess his undying devotion
-- the unrequited love was slowly
killing him .
Juliet was busy working late
in the Law Review office on the
second floor. Her mind often
drifted to Romeo as she plowed
through hours of bluebooking.
But she knew her famil. would
never allow their forbidden love.
Romeo raced to the law school
only to be denied access by the
e\il security guard. He explained
in desperation the reasons he
needed to get in, but the guard
was heartless and with indignity
slammed the door in his face.
But Romeo would not be de-

nied, and he sped to the area just
below the Law Review office
window. He threw a pebble at
the window to get her attention
and called out Juliet's name. She
flew to the window and answered,
"\Vherefore art thou, Romeo?"
He professed his love for her
once more and her will was
broken. She could no longer
hold back her feelings, and she
told Romeo that they would be
together forever.
Knowing that her family
would never approve of Romeo,
Juliet decided to fake her own
death so that the star-crossed
lovers could be together. She
had an idea. Property class was
notorious for boring students to
death. She would just pretend to
be the next victim. Fearing that
her plan would be discovered,
she wrote ·a note outlining the
details of her fake death. She
instructed the law school administration to deliver the note to
Romeo.
The next day , Juliet allowed
herself to be lulled into a coma
by the discussion of future interests. "She's dead! This class has
killed another!", came the shouts
from Room 120. Romeo ran to
the room to see what happened.

for the price of a nice bottle of wine.
Also, although Barrister's Ball is a
fonnal affair, renting or purchasing a
tu~edo is wholly unnecessary. A nice suit
will be fme, and any "really nice girl" \vill
be certain to understand your reluctance
to rent evening clothes for a single dance.
As for a corsage, this is not a prom .
Although invariably some young lady
shows up in a prom dress, this is the
exception, not the rule.
I had not previously considered the
idea of asking a date to go "Dutch." Ordinarily, when you ask someone to an
affair as your date, it is strongly implied
that you will be paying for the tickets .
Your money-saving idea, however, strikes
me as being quite innovative. By asking
your date to pay for her ticket, you will not
only save the cost of the ticket itself, but
you will most probably avoid the cost of
any future dates.

Confidential to "wvestruck 1L"
I am absolutely positive that if Professor
Grover is planning to attend Barrister'
Ball, she already has a date. I would also
add that, in my opinion, your school-boy
infatuation has evolved into something
more along the lines of an obsession and
you might consider turning your attentions
elsewhere.

************
Questions for Miss Demeanor should
be left in the Amicus Curiae hanging file.
171e editors wiD make certain r/IOI she gelS

chern. Letters may be anonymous, and
will remain that way unless Miss DemeaJlOr figures out who you are.

Top Ten Reasons
Staplers are stolen from the library
10. Property students testing old adage that possession is
nine-tenths of the law.
9. People who rip pages from case reporters getting bored.
8. To see if Jim Heller is really as fast as he looks.
7. Law Review needed to "stomach staple" Miss February
for inclusion in next issue.
6. Will be used to break glass in the "smoking vestibule" in
case of fire.
5. Gotta Have It!
4. Attorney gathering evidence for products liability case
resulting from bizarre stapler accidents involving lower
extremities.
3. To see if the library is really serious about this whole
"contraband" thing.
2. Sullivan-Williamson staple war getting out of hand.
1. AAA doesn't provide staplers for its employees.
His tears of sadness were real,
for the administration -- acting
with its usual efficiency -- had
failed to deliver Juliet' s note to
Romeo.
Overcome with grief, he decided to take his own life. At first
he thought he would kill himself
slowly by looking for a job
through OCPP, but decided that
any delay in being with Juliet
would be too much to bear. He
instead went straight to the vending machines and purchased a
plastic-wrapped Banana FlipTIi .
With only a single bite, the noxious ingredients worked their
magic and Romeo was dead.

Juliet, realizing that the plan
was flawed, awoke and asked to
see Romeo. -0 one would answer. All the crowd could do
was point to the vending machines. She raced into the room
and upon seeing what Romeo
had done, Juliet realized that only
in death would they be together.
With all the courage she could
muster, Juliet unsheathed from
her bad.:pack a non-PSF sanctioned mug. She got only a few
steps into the library before she
was gunned down. Her lifeless
body slumped under the freshly
hung sign: "All contraband will
be confiscated."
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Life After Law School

Dave's guide to dating in the cold, cruel world after M-W
By DAVID ZIEMER
Midwestern Correspondent

three years you were at law gets a divorce, you lose all of the may be true of adultery, but no think: you' re really cool because
schoo!' Some are .;till single, and aforementioned advantages, plus one ever actually gets convicted you're already a lawyer. And if,
/Author's note: thefol/owing if you have the high tolerance you' re stuck with a woman you of that. Going this route can be having just survived this expericolwnn may be olfellSive to some, and/or illicit medication to enable can never trust. iot only that, great entertainment for obvious ence yourself, you are masochbUll think it's funny, and besides, you to sit through foreign fIlms but if hubby is vindictive and reasons. I guess the only draw - istic enough to relive it vicariits actually pretty true, so I wrote with them, you may not need to gets the divorce on "fault " back is that if you thought 18- ously, go right ahead, but don't
it anyway. If you read it, don 't look beyond this category and grounds, you 'll have to deal with year-olds were stupid and vacu- blame me when they bore you to
complain that you weren 't can skip the rest of this article.
an emotional wreck coming to ous creatures when you were 18, death with "intellectual" conwarned.}
The sober and impatient must you for support--both moral and, they 're even more so at 2-+.
versations about separation of
This issue's column is about look elsewhere, however. Un- possibly, financial ! Of course,
There is another alternative, powers theories. I'm afraid I
the dating scene for young at- like their college-educated you can always dump her if this however. There's always another have no advice to give on this
torneys, to inform you what counterparts, those who got happens, but she'll tell all her alternative--that's why this is area. I've done my time , thank
single life is like after law school. married straight out of high girlfriends, and then where will such a great country. Divorcee, ' you.
There is a problem. You see, school are sufficiently bored with you find a date?
They ' ve been married, so they
If none of these options sound
while you were busy studying in married life (0 consider adultery
If the risks don't bother you, know absolutely and unequivo- exactly appealing (0 you, I guess
law school, all those women who an evening of quality entertain- these women are your best bet in cally that men are useless and . all I can recommend ,is taking
didn't join you in your juridical ment. Dating someone in this the real world dating scene. In- selfish assholes and thus they another look at that law student
pursuits got married to their category has some advantages. deed, this is where I would stop have lower expectations. The across the lobby who's already
college sweethearts or some other You're never e, pected to call, reading if I were you , but as only disadvantage here is that preparing her contracts outline
idiot and all the happy couples because hubby may be home. some consider adultery immoral, they frequently come with excess in February. Perhaps you should
have now started breeding, as You're never expected to give I'll continue for those readers baggage in the form of 2 or 3 reconsider your reasons for not
cattle are wont to do. Unfortu- gifts, because hubby may find who consider themselves more rugrats. If screaming toddlers pursuing her.
nately, they haven't been married them. And demands for a com- moral than myself. Admittedly, and drooling pablum are your
Just remember, while you sit
long enough for adulterous affairs mitment in such a situation are so it's a pretty low threshold to cross. idea of a hot Saturday night, this there reading your property or
You moralists still reading may be your ticket. However, your trusts and estates, the girls
to become standard operating hypocritical, no one can expect
should perhaps consider 18- or for those of you who just want you dream about are back in the
procedure, so most of the girls you to take them seriously.
Disadvantages do exist, how- 19-year-olds. Some may prefer some short-term "companion- real world, marrying insurance
you knew before law school will
ever,
besides the obvious danger younger dates, but I'm a licensed ship" without being taken in like salesmen and commercial bank
be unavailable.
Thus , you must tailor your of a jealous hubby ambushing attorney now and it's against the a flea-bitten stray dog should lenders and raising a passel of
tastes to what is available and you on your way into the office Model Rules of Professional avoid this option.
mealy-mouthed brats. The real
There is, of course, the option thing may be right there, in front
willing.
ot all women your and pumping your cheating heart Responsibility to advise statutory
own age got married during the full of lead. For example, if she rape, even in Virginia. The same of dating a ~ aw sttldent. They of you.
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P.S.F. plans 5th annual Dinner Date Auction

Moot Court team competes in Jessup Tournament

On Thursday, February 20th from 8:00pm to midnight in the Campus Center
Ballroom, students and faculty members will auction themselves off to the highest
bidder(s) for charity. The annual event is the Public Service Fund's largest fund-raising
party of the year, where students may bid to have a date with other snidents at fabulous
hot spots around Williamsburg, or take part in a unique social event with some
professors. The event typically raises over $5,000.
The entrance fee is $4 per person, for all the beer you can drink throughout the nighl
\Vhile 8:00pm may seem early to start your evening, you will want to be prompt since
Jesse Erwin & Co. will begin their introductory show at exactly 8: 15. The auction will
begin immediately following the show, featuring Jesse as the auctioneer.
Over 35 desirable auctionees will be on the block this year, with dates donated by
area merchants - imagine lunch at Le Yaca with Missy Callahan; dinner at Ristorante
Primo with Scott Lesmes, or a champagne cruise on the Chickahominy River with
Professor Barnard, just to name a few. There will also be two Mystery Dates again this
year. In addition, a Bar/Bri course, two Barristers' Ball tickets, and a resume or 10 page
tenn paper from Be' N Perfect will also be auctioned.
So saye your money and bring your checkbooks, and come out for the most talked
about eyent of the year! See you Thursday!
-Patty Erikson

The Marshall-Wythe team of Robert Bryant, Lauren Clineburg,
Lawrence and
Isabelle Pauley received third prize for their appellate brief at the Jessup Invitational
Moot Court Tournament held the weekend of Feb. 8 in Charlottesville. According to
Bryant, the team placed approximately fourth or fIfth among the 14 teams participating.
During the preliminary rounds, the William and Mary students faced strong
competition from the Georgetown, V A, Catholic and George Mason teams. The
Georgetown team received ilie best brief award, and the
A team received two of the
top three best orator awards. Bryant said competing against these two teams in the
preliminary rounds kept William and Mary from advancing to the final four. The host
school, U A, randomly selects which teams will compete against each other in the
preliminary rounds.
The judges for the tournament included both professional judges and international
law LL.M . students at UVA. Bryant said one panel in his fIrst round was "icy cold":
iliey interrupted him with so few questions, he finished his argument and sat down
before his allotted time was over.
t nofficial and unreliable sources noted that Bryant was a serious contender for ilie
power tie award. Bryant' s melon-colored, foulard print tie was disqualified when salad
oil-soaked lettuce leapt off BI)'ant' s fork and bounced five times against the tie before
landing in Bryant's lap. Bryant fears ilie tie may never recover.

usa

Independent Moot Court teams compete February 29

4.

Marshall-Wythe has entered two teams in the first annual Saul Lefkowitz National
Moot Court Competition. The two teanls are not being sent through the Moot Court
program, but were independently comprised.
Over 50 tean1S from allover the country are competing. The competition iDYolycs
a trademark dispute and the regional competition for this area is to be held February
29,1992 in Atlanta . The finals will be in \\ashington D.C. on March 28, 1992.
Good Luck to both teams , you know who you are! ( ames withheld due to
competition rules .)
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One-Hour
Photo
229-3001
• One Hour Service
• All sizes from 3"x5" to 12"x18"
• Same Day Enlargements and Posters
• Wonderful Frames and Albums
• Passport Photos
FREE SECOND SET OF PRINTS or ROLL OF FILM
EVERY TUESDAY
William and Mary SPECIAL with ID card
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open 7 days a week
431 Prince George Street
across from Baskin Robbins and the Cheese Shop
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Alliance Training Center
Dean Kaplan says that although
he's never sent the recruiting
department at Alliance TractorTrailer Training Centers a brochure describing the first-rate
education received by M-W
students, several recent graduates returned employment surveys listing the firm as their
employer. "In this tight eoonomy,
we're highly gratified anytime
one of our graduates finds a job
with this kind of growth potential," said Kaplan, "I'm just glad
Linda thought of including an
'other' category in our placement
report. "

L __________

~

Sal/y Struthers

I

While second-years continue
the futile search for summer
jobs, many members of the
Class of '92, for whom both
graduation and loan repayment
loom perilously dose, have been
seen tearing coupons from the
back of popular magazines. "I
don't know if enrolling in International Correspondence
Schools will get me a loan deferral or not," explains Steph
8rodacz, "but at this point, my
job prospects are so bleak,
anything is worth a try. Besides,
I've always wanted to learn T.V.
~
repair at home.»

L __________

Dean Vick & Page Hayhurst
Fearing that the disastrous
parking situation and lack of
security around the law school
could have an adverse impact
on future contributions by current students, the administration rushed to remedy the situation by doling out Alumni Office
jobs by the bucketload. "I'm not
sure they're right about this,"
said Dean Vick, "but Tim and
Connie are betting students will
remembslr those pizzas we
served at 1the phone-a-thon long
after they finish paying for the
body damage their cars received
0':1.Mi.mosa Str~et"·
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Neal Devins

After reading the resumes of
the second-year class, Dean
Kaplan has reported that Devins
is the largest employer at Marshall-Wythe. Apparently, Devins
was so guilt-racked about
spending last summer in Europe, he hired every student
who couldn't get into the Exeter
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remember every student who's
worked for me and wants a letter of recommendation ," said
Devins, "but most do a good
enough job on their letters that I
have .00 problem
_ :

sign~ng them~
L_ .. _ .. ___ - ·---.I
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Beyond Pancake Row

Dining before Barrister's: All dressed up, but where to go?
By LISA AND MIKE LAWRENCE
One of the first things we ought to
dispose of at the outset is the matter of
qualifications. In the strictest sense, you
could say that we don't have any, but
since we aren't getting any free meals out
of this, that would be unkind to mention.
Our principle qualification is that one of
us has no time to cook and the other is
genetically incapable; therefore, we spend
an inordinate amount of time in restaurants.
For those of you with a sexist mindset, we
should point out that your assumptions
may be faulty. lisa's quest for academic
success, which led her to this august institution, never passed anywhere near a
home ec class. In this article we will
survey some fancy Barrister's Ball-type
options, concentrating on some of the less
well-known. You can be a sheep and go
to Berrel's (not a bad option), or the Trellis
(the most over-rated restaurant in town),
or even spend a semester's tuition at the
Williamsburg Inn--but we aren't going to
make it easier for you.
In our opinion, the finest fine dining
option in the Burg is Le Yaca, located
across from Kings mill in the Village
Shops. Le Yaca is what you might call
modern French dining--not really nouvelle
cuisine but they do tend 10 pul a new twist
on some classic dishes which are always
beautifully presented.
The real star at Le Yaca is the taste-you may well find yourself closing your
eyes to savor each bite. We have tried
virtually everything on the menu, and
although we have some favori tes, we have
never been disappointed . Particularly
noteworthy are the Coquille Saint-Jacques
(scallops in a wonderful sauce for those of
you who may have slept through French
class) and the house special, Leg of Lamb
(Le Gigot d' Agneau to those of you who
spent way too much time in French class).
There are almost always specials and
they are also always good choices. Our
advice would be to choose a dish with a
sauce that sounds appetizing to you, because the sauce is everything in French
cooking. The menus are all in English, so
don't panic about the smattering of French
tenns. The service is our idea of perfect,
somewhat casual and very attentive. You
won' t get long speeches about the specials,
snooty attitudes, or a separate maitre d',
wine steward and all of that, but you won' t
spend ten minutes looking around for
someone to fill your water glass either.
The ambiance is also somewhat understated, the restaurant is fairly small and
subdivided into several distinct sections,
but it is still elegant with these little postmodern fire sculpture deals on the tables
and usua11 y a leg of lamb roasting on a spit
over the fireplace in the entrance. However, as you may have guessed, it is a bit
expensive.
The menu is somewhat perplexing at
first, with four options for every entree.
You can order entrees with 1) soup, salad
and desert or 2) ~tizer, salad and desert
, pr J) soup"appetizer. salad and desert or

for extreme cases 4) Hors d' oeuvre, soup, horrible atmosphere you can imagine. As especially when they are throwing stuff at
appetizer, salad, and desert. In all cases a Barrister's Ball option, Captain Bill's is someone else. These kind of places are
best enjoyed in a group, since you sit 8 or
the entree will precede the salad course in right up there with the bowling alley.
An excellent, reasonably priced alter- so to a table. Big groups seem to bring the
the classic French style. Menu 1 prices
range from $16-3'+, menu 2 from $20-38, native that you may have overlooked is comedian out in the most dour faced chef
If you' ve been to a Benihana, you'll
menu 3 from $23-.+1 and menu 4 from the Colony Room in what is now the
$26-44. It seems like a lot (probably Hospitality House, located within stag- notice that SaJ...'"Ufa is not quite up to the
because it is) but when you consider that gering distance of the Green Leafe on same standard, but Williamsburg isn't
your typical restaurant charges $15 for an Richmond Rd. This restaurant has the exactly New York either. Entrees run
entree itself, desert and soup drive the most ambiance for the dollar and is ap- from $12-22, but a student ID gets you
propriately decorated for its name, with one free for every entree you buy (Sunday
price up to similar levels.
If you intend to do anything after din- stately old Virginia chann. Entrees are in through Thursday only), so actual prices
ner othe.r than lie around and moan, stay the $8-15 range, mostly about $10. Good are about half As you might expect, they
with menu 1 or 2. Their soups are espe- choices here are the crabcakes, tortellini will give you the cheapest entree free . ,-\ll
cially good which makes the cheapest marinara, or the filet mignon with a per- meals come with a soup, salad, a couple of
shrimp as an appetizer and some sauteed
menu the best deal in our opinion. Le fect bemaise sauce.
Another nice feature is the large se- strips of zucchini and onion on the side.
Yaca alsc· has a fine wine list with about
40 wines split almost evenly between lection of wines by the glass (why buy a Most entrees are made up of combinations
white and red, California and French. The whole bottle when heading to an open bar of shrimp, chicken, and steak. They cal]
list is selective with several outstanding ball?). The last time we were there, the one of the steaks Filet Mignon, but we'll
options . Prices for the bottle are from service could have been better, our wait- be generous and pass it off as a language
$17-95 with most of the best buys in the ress seemed a little put out and pointedly problem. They used to pass off ridiculow 20s. One weakness is that only the corrected usa's pronunciation of Riesling lously large cuts of some sort of fish
house wine is sold by the glass. Nonethe- (worst of all, usa was right and she was (shark?) as scallops too, but they don't do
less, Le Yaca is the premiere choice in wrong I). The food was excellent however, that any more.
Williamsburg for a fancy dinner. If you and we have had much better service in
For an extra buck you get fried rice
are still skeptical, check it out for lunch the past. We were there on a Monday instead of white rice and it is well worth
when the prices are much lower (around night which is traditionally the night off the d(!lIar. Another important note is that
$7 an entree) but the food is just as good. for the key people in a restaurant. For no matter what they may say about dipNext on the list is Park Fifty, located in those of you who want to keep the prices ping steak in one sauce and vegetables in
the Hilton at J(jngsmill . II is a nice, reasonable, this is an outstanding option. another, you will suffer no permanent
Finally, a favorite standby of ours is damage from dunking everything in the
romantic, old-style restaurant that sort of
tends toward Continental, but doesn' t get Sakura. I t is one of those Japanese ginger sauce, which is much better than
too close. They feature seafood predomi- steakhouses where they cook at your table the wimpy .mustard sauce. The food is
nantly, typical Hampton Roads options in a flamboyant style, lighting huge fires , really quite good and it can be quite an
with a few exceptions, most notably a juggling eggs and throwing shrimp tails at entertaining show making Sakura a good
roasted anise duck. Entrees are priced obnoxious patrons. It really is a lot of fun, deal, especially in a boisterous group.
from $13-22 and include a salad. Appetizers are from $5 - 7.50 and are much
more adventurous than the entrees: duck
liver mousse, lobster and scallop cakes,
and poached oysters .
The food was actually quite good, particularly for a hotel restaurant. Their wine
list is fair, exclusively Californian (maybe
2 French wines) and priced from $14-38 if
you don't count the semi-obligatory Dom
Perignon for $125. Quite frankly, if you
intend to drop $125 on Dom Perignon,
you could do better than Park Fifty. If
you've already been everywhere else and
are looking for something new to try you
should have a good meal here, but the
restaurant is not a must.
An even briefer note on the Seafare,
that garish thing on Richmond Road near
the Burger Kiog--don't go there. When
the owner has conspicuously parked a
J<le"Uar XJ-6 out front every day, that should
tell you something about the value. It is an
adequate seafood place, but with entrees
• Located in the heart
of the historic area.
from $13-20, and most of them in the
upper end of the range, it is overpriced.
• Ample parking.
The atmosphere is hokey nautical, and the
food quality only fair. They do have an
outstanding salad bar and a neat wine list
with one page devoted to each wine and a
lot of good information about each wine
($ 13-22 range).
Merchants Square • Williamsburg, VA • 253-1847
Of course, you should know that our
favorite seafood place is Captain Bill' s,
which is a little dive on Ironbdund with
the most incredible food and the most
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Single Vision Video Reviews

Judgment City's not a bad place to visit, for a while
ByNOCHAELREYNOLDS

Defending Your Life-(1991;
written, directed, and starring
Albert Brooks; also starring
Meryl Streep)
An advertising executive
slams into a bus on his birthday
and dies. Soon after he finds
himself in Judgement City, a sort
of after-life weigh station. In this
City, recently departed souls are
put on trial and required to defend
certain aspects of their lives . If
they win, they get to move upward in the cosmic scheme, and
if they lose, they are forced to
return to earth and try again.
While there, Brooks meets and
falls for the pure-of-heart Streep.
This movie wasn't a box office
hit and so there may be a lot of
people who missed it--good thing
it's on video. This is simply a
delightful comedy with a touch
of romance. And if you've ever
wondered what's at the end of
that dark tunnel with the bright
light that people often talk about,
then here's your answer--maybe.
Actually, it's a rather clever way
of looking at the hereafter. Heck,
Judgement City really seems like
a great place to visit, except
maybe for the trial part. Life, by
the way, isn't judged in quite the
way you might think, but it does
have its logic.
In allY =SC::, BnXlK.s really does
a wonderful job with the whole
production. I was even lead to
conclude that much in the film is
autobiographical or, at least, a
self-exanlination. If you haven't
seen it, check it out for something
fUlmy and light. I give it a very
good recommendation.

************
Here are some brief reviews
of some new video releases that

you may have missed at the theater but that deserve a look:
Backdraft - (1991; starring
William Baldwin, Kurt Russell,
Scott Glenn, and Robert DeNiro;
directed by Ron Howard)
This movie may be a bit of
hero-worship with regard to fire
fighters, but they're a hard group
to knock. The plot leaves a little
to be desired, but the special ef-

fects make up for just about any
flaws . There are also some very
exciting fire scenes that really
make you wonder how they
filmed it Besides the pyrotechnics, its worth watching just to
see DeNiro's small part, especially when he c<.mfronts a psychotic arsonist played by Donald
Sutherland.
Soapdish - (I99 1; starring Sally

Fields, Kevin Kline, Whoopi
Goldberg, and Robert Downey,
Jr.)
It seems that the behind-thescenes life of some soap stars can
be more unbelievable and convoluted than the daytime soap
operas themselves. This is actually a scathing parody of the ~
that rarely stops delivering the
laughs . The story follows the

rnidlife tribulations of an aging
soap superstar whose life comes
crashing in on her. Whether you
love the daytime soap operas or
hate them, this movie should
make you laugh It may be inane,
or silly, or improbable at times,
but that doesn't matter. The dialogue and sparkling performances make up for many of the
flaws.

Fried Green Tomatoes a tasty dish; Shining Through
and Hand that Rocks the Cradle offer distraction
ByR.L.CLAY

tragedy, and the value of friend- see it often, and take a friend or
ship.
loved one.
Mary Stewart Masterson and
Two quickie reviews of reMary-Louise Parker bring the cent releases;
storytelling of Tandy to life. I've Shining Through-Surprising is
always had a soft spot for the only way to describe the fact
Masterson, and this performance that Melanie Griffith is able to
should be the vehicle through pull off a demanding role in spite
which she gains some well-de- of that 13-year-old's voice she
served acclaim. She is riveting. was cursed with.
Parker has been a busy young
This ftlm follows a brash, inwoman, having recentl y ap- telligent young woman (sound
peared in Grand Canyon. This is like Griffith's last big role,
easil y the best perfonnance she Working Girl?) as she falls into
has produced to date.
the espionage profession during
r m sure that you're thinking World War II. Excitement, inwhat I was when my \\-ife talked trigue and plot twists follow, \\-ith
me into seeing this movie: "Oh, lots of war stuff, bombs, guns,
what fun." But FGT is more than spys, you get the gist of it.
just a "women's touchy-feely" Michael Douglas plays the love
movie. Sure, the O\·erall message interest
has been heard before, but the
Shining Through is very steway it's delivered is certainly reotypical in its portrayal of the
unique. The in-depth plot in- war and the various participants:
cludes such intricacies as racism, courageous Americans, sinister
violence, mys tery and loads of :\Iazj 's, etc.
humor, not to mention a scene
Somehow, in spite of all its
that's been giving my wife stereotyping this film works .
nightmares since leaving the the- There are just enough plot twists
and special effects to draw you
ater.
Fried Green Tomatoes offers into the movie and keep you there.
a plateful of reasons to place it 011 Afterall, when is the last time
the Must See List, so see it soon, you saw a WW II flick? This

Fried Green Tomatoes--Starring: Kathy Bates , May Stewart
Masterson, Mary-Louise Parker,
Jessica Tandy
This film has just about everything--wonderful plot, great
acting, well-developed characters--it definitely makes my Top
Ten list (not a column I've done
yet, but I will). FGT chronicles
the personal development of a
middle-aged, mousy housewife
who is inspired to change by the
tales of a bright, energetic senior
citizen.
Kathy Bates (Misery) and
Jessica Tandy (Driving Miss
Daisy), two Academy Award
winning actresses, head up the
C<1St.
Bates portrays the housewife and
does a fine job of it, but her's is
not the most memorable of roles
offered up by FGT.
Jessica Tandy sparkJes; she
makes being old look like a hell
of a good time. It's Tandy's role
that pulls the plot together.
Through the reminiscing of this
character, the audience, as well
as Bates ' character, are treated to
a wonderful tale of overcoming

would be a good one to see if
you're bored or need a study
break and don't want to think too
much.

The Hand That Rocks the
Cradle--This is a tested plot, like
Shining Through, you' ve seen it
before but it still manages to be
entertalnmg.
Rebecca
DeMomay portrays an evil nanny
who moves in with a sweet fanllly
and proceeds to tear them apart.
The best feature of the film is the
slow erosion of the mother's
confidence as DeMorna plays
mind games that make her look
and feel like a fool.
Two other points to make
about this movie, first, it doesn' t
go far enough, the makers could
have really gotten

SOlDC

audicn=

emotion if they would have developed a relationship between
nanny and the father. Second,
the unique aspect of this film is
the fa t that it ' s marketed to
adults. Cradle has done very well
at the bo office, 0 don ' t be
surprised if we see more movie
plots previously limited to teenagers marketed to adults. I'm
ready for Animal House adult
style!

Dancing about architecture

Sweet's Girlfriend: an impressive album of pop pleasure
By KEVIN WALSH

Matthew Sweet--Girlfriend
Matthew Sweet's third albUI11, Girlfriend, is the kind of albUI11 iliat you \vish
you had back in high school to get you
through that first horrible heartbreak.
Alternately bitter and hopeful, devastated
and ecstatic, Girlfriend is also a pure pop
pleasure. The late-Fifties cover photo of
model Tuesday Weld is also one of the
coolest album covers in recent memory.
Unfortunately, I can't give any real
background on Matthew Sweet, since I
listened to his last album once before
deciding it was too "Neil Young" for me
and selling it. I know that he lives in
Princeton, New Jersey (my current
hometown) and that, while he was writing
this album, he survived a messy divorce
and a flood that destroyed his house and
most of his belongings .
So it comes as no surprise that the
album's first song, "Divine Intervention,"
sets out in'obvious' detiril ol' "Mattliew~s

belief in a God-less universe , further your size l She 's sexy, she's bt:autiful ' Ryder--written from the perspective of a
clarified in two later songs . "I cannot Does she talk?" Sweet eyen takes on the crazed, obsessive fan . Remove the title,
understand my God! I don ' t know why it politics of the Gulf War in "Hoi· War" however, and the song becomes a great
gelS to me" he sings, later concluding, where he sings ''I'm not in for killing lost, plaintive love song; the chorus "Could
you be my little movie star?! Could you be
"Does He love us,?1 I look around! And all another man! Defending my holy land."
"Winona" is the album's strongest song, my long lost girl?! It's true that I don't
I see is destruction." It would be completely bleak if the grungy, upbeat guitars with a subtle, understated performance to really know youJ But I'm alone in this
and Sweet's almost chirpy vocals didn ' t match its perfectly realized lyrics and \vorld ..." becomes less creepy and more
vocals. Although the title is the only time sad and affecting. However you take it,
salvage it.
Sweet's songwriting is clearly influ- "Winona" is mentioned., the song is dearly it ' s a triUI11ph and a highlight of an imenced by Neil Young and Abbey Road-era an ode to teen movie goddess, Winona pressive album.
Beatles, among others. The albll.!u's title
song and first \ideo, "Girlfriend," echoes
and answers Jefferson Starship 's "Somebody To Love" in its opening lines. The
album's style sweeps from country-tinged
weeper ('You Don't Love Me") to powerchord rocker ("Evangeline") to the hard
acoustic strumming (courtesy of friend
Wednesday, February 19, 1992
and session player Lloyd Cole) of
'Thought I Knew You."
7:00 p.m., Room 239
Girlfriend's lyrics are relatively simplistic, though often shot through with
humor, .as on "Does She Tl!lk?" where the
.'
' _••_ ___________~....;~
. _< _ __ "~
••_ • ..;
" '..;'~
' ..;-_. _' _...;........·u·
" ilaiTiltoj- askS p :sjnitten fiiCnd ';She's"fusl '- L~_·';':...·..;:~_·;;.

Don't forget the next meeting of the
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CW film

•

IS

By WILLIAM DeVAN
o tourist coming to Williamsburg can
avoid seeing the Colonial Williamsburg
film Story ofa Patriot. Local Hotels show
it 24 hours a day on their private cable
networks, and the CW Visitor' s Center
presents it several times a day in "7Omm
Double ista-Vision." The film even has
its own cult following in Williamsburg.
but few law students have seen this c1assic.
On February 13th, the History Graduate Student Association presented a
showing of the movie along with a fascinating seminar conducted by Professor
Thad Tate. Tate spent considerable time
helping to rewrite the script while trying
to delay writing his doctoral dissertation.
Story of a Patriot is CW's cinematic
introduction to Williamsburg. The movie
centers around a fictionali zed burgess
named John Fry (played by Jack Lord of
Hawaii Five-O fame) who came to vote
for independence from Great Britain. The
movie itself is an absolute hoot--made
more so by overblown, epic lines and
Lord's amazingly wooden performance.
(Lord, incidentally, was selected to play
the main character because he was an
almost completely unknown actor at the
time).
The ftlm was created as a joint project
between Paramount Pictures and the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. Directed
by George Seaton, who had just copped
his second Academy Award for Miracle
on 34th Street, the film premiered in
March, 1957. Seaton later went on to
make Airport, which indicates that he made
Story at the apogee of his career.
The original script outline was written
by James Agee, who conceptualized a
"day in the life of Colonial \Villiamsburg"
film, devoid of historical figures. In 1957,
however, CW was emphasizing a consensus approach to history, so the mm was
designed around an "Everyman" type
character moving in the society of the
great movers and shakers.
The film q>enS at the fictional "Rivertoo
Plantation" (shot at Tuckahoe Plantation)
where Johnfry' s mother bids him farewell
as he goes to take his dead father's seat in
the House of Burgesses. After she explains that he will be going to the House,
Lord deadpans "It's a deep responsibility,
mother," whereupon she reads to him his
father's last letter, which indicates that he
was killed by the seditious speeches of the
"coarse and ill-bred Patrick Henry."
Subsequently, Lord travels to Williamsburg, where he shares a bed in Raleigh Tavern with "a man of prodigious
size and the combined scent of all the
creatures known to God." While there, he
meets Patrick Henry (Bob Caroll). After
remarking that he thought Henry would
be older, another character comments
"[Henry's] talent lies in aging others."
Caroll delivers the film's best acting when
he argues against the Townsend duties by
asking whether the Virginians were "so
meek and pusillanimous" as to be deaf to
the cries of the other colonists and "so
doltish a people" as to accept a distinction
without a difference between the Stamp
Act and the Townsend Duties.
Story then digresses from its historical
message, and we .learn ~a~ Fry' s .~~,
Ro~ will be 'attending William and
Mary, At this point, Robert's younger

15

great, if you don't mind bad acting
sister starts skipping around in her best
Pippi Longstocking-style, exclaiming
"Hooray, you're going to' illiam and
Mary." The entire family then travels
back to 'Vtlliamsburg, where John Fry
gives them a tour of CW o By watching
carefully, one might notice that at one
point in the tour John Fry gets in and out
of his carriage wearing different clothes.
The mm concludes with Robert Fry
marching off to war while Jack Lord gives
a stony-faced distant look that almo t
demands be say "Book him, Dano." When
the mm was first released. one could see
a Colonial Williamsburg bus in the
background, but the film has since been
re-<:Ut to eliminate this anachronism. Some
of the Story cult members also reported
that a watch, a pair of sneakers, and a
ballpoint also make an appearance, but
this reporter could not fmd them .
Although CW only intended the film to
serve as an introduction to the historical
area for seven years, it is approaching its
thirty-fifth year of use. One reason for its
staying power has been the cost of making
a new ftlm, but another has been the cultlike affection with which many people
regard the film.
Approximately twenty graduate students and 30 townies showed up to watch
the movie, and before the showing began
members of the audience were shouting
forth such classic lines as "English goods
were ever the best" (used by Fry's mother
when discussing the hardships of the colonial boycott ci English goods in respoose
to the Townsend act); "Congratulations
Master Robert" (used by George Wythe
to congratulate Robert Fry on being accepted to W&M); and ". Are we so doltish
a people' that we can't get the film started?"

DesI'ite the film's longevity, it may
soon be time to replace it. The Virginia
Gazette recently reported that CW's celluloid copies of the film were becoming
very worn. Additionally, the film's relevance to CW's approach to history has
come into question. Since 1957, Colonial
Williamsburg has adopted a social history
approach to its subject which tends to
place greater emphasis on the roles of
women and blacks in colonial history.
Thus. Tate indicated that it may be time to
make another film based on James Agee' s
original "day in the life" concept.
Tate characterized the film as "unabashed consensus history" which also
serves as a "monument to an earlier era of
film making." Although not "a Cecil B.
DeMille biblical epic," he described the
film as a 4O-minute long. I 950s-style.
Hollywood extravaganza with "a cast of
hundreds. "
Tate said that making the film "was a
great romp and great fun while it lasted."
and that the company were constantly
playing practical jokes on one another.
One scene. for example. involved the
election of John Fry and another burgess.
Ironically, after selecting the name "John
Fry" for the fictionalized main character,
historians discovered that there really was
a lesser-known burgess with that name.
Deciding that the other name should really
be a fictionalized burgess, and noting that
Tate was absent from the set that day, the
script was changed to announce the winners of the election as "John Fry and
Thadeus Tate."
In another scene, based on a true incident when British Marines were caught
removing powder from the magazine, the
night watchman was to raise the alarm by

beating on a sign board, ringing a large
metal triangle (similar to the one used to
announce chow-time in old spaghetti
westerns), and fire his pistol into the air.
The actor attempted the scene several
times but confused the order of the signals. George Seaton was in a cherrypicker directing the scene, and the one
time the actor got the order right, Seaton
dropped a stuffed bird from the cherrypicker onto the actor right after he fired
the pistol.
Many elements in the TtIm had to be
improvised, which led to other interesting
stories. One scene calling for John Fry's
wife to admire certain tulips in the Wythe
Garden was written when the tulips were
in bloom. By the time the movie was shot,
the tulips had withered away. so the
company purchased every cut iris in
Williamsburg, and stuck those into the
ground. Similarly, there were insufficient
"mature males" in Williamsburg to staff
the House of Burgesses, so residents of
Eastern State's geriatric ward were used
instead. Tate declined to discuss the relevance of the casting to the legislative
process.
Several changes were made around
Colonial Williamsburg during the fIlming.
The most prominent of these was that
DOG Street was covered with dirt to give
the city a more realistic look. Tate recalled
that the dirt "turned sour," and the city
was \·ngulfed in a "yeasty smell" during
much of the shooting. At the conclusion
of the work, the dirt, which had alternated
between a sea of mud and a dust bowl, had
entered a "hard phase" requiring the city
to use pneumatic drills to get it up.
Those interested in viewing this cinematic masterpiece can rent a videotape

Rodgers Auto Repair Shop
146 Jackson Street
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
(Grove section)
Phone: (804) 220-3846
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TmNG, from page 3

AFRICA, from page 3

Brooks explained that although Steve
Shebest "has done a good job" of running
the lbing, the SBA cannot continue funding the event. He also believes that the
possible cancellation has been blown out
of proportion.
Brooks said scheduling a Grad lbing
on any of the first two weekends in March
or April is "out of the question" because
of conflicts with Spring Break and impending exams. According to Brooks,
the Grad lbing has not traditionally been
offered during the two weekends preceding exam period. As a result, there are
only two possible dates for future Grad
Things anyway - the last two weekends
in March. Brooks also said that there are
already several social events available to
students.
Shebest believes that scheduling a Grad
Thing during the final weeks of classes
would not be a problem, and would be
consistent with the way the event has
been run in previous years.
Steve Shebest said that the Grad Thng
may continue despite these funding problems. "If the SBA doesn't want to fund it,
we can probably find another way." Beginning next semester all graduate schools
will contribute to Grad Thing funding ,
but for this year, only the SBA carries the
full burden of funding the event.

knowledged that the ethnic separatist
movements of their own nations, like those
of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, are sobering realities .
"If there are no limits on the number of
parties allowed in the new democracies ,
every tribe will have its own and governing will be impossible," said a participant
from Niger. As a means of preserving
nationhood, he suggested decentralizing
authority and creating spheres of autonomy for each ethnic group. He also
called for limiting parties to no more than
two, so that multiple ethnic groups could
be brought together and moderated.
Bah Amadou Oury of Guinea summed
up the feelings of most participants on the
future of free, democratic African nations. He said, "There are strong regional
and ethnic movements toward independence, but does that mean these people are
fundamentally incapable of living together? ' 0 . For 30 years, undemocratic
rulers have said a single party is necessary
to prevent the evils of di vision. They
would then go on to pit ethnic group
against ethnic group. But we are matur-

ticeable. A similar channel already exists
on the other side of the Health Center.
Speaking for SEAC, 0' eill told the
FIl11 Hat that "they could have maintained
would be destroyed by the path.
For his part, Merck asserts that the use the integrity of the Wildflower Refuge . .
of rip-JaP rocks to prevent erosion is "pretty . if they had taken more seriously those on
standard practice." The rocks absorb the the Student Environment and Student
energy of the water, to keep it from dig- Concerns committees."
ging up the surface. "The whole idea is to
Although the administration still plans
help the situation of sedimentation run- to build the channel , the demonstrators
seem to have been successful in getting
ning into [Lake Matoaka]."
Merck also said that "over time the the administration's ear. "Since the conchannel should be covered with leaf de- cern of aesthetics has been raised," Merck
bris and some vegetation" so the contrast said, "we' re going to see what we can do
with the surroundings would be less no- to mitigate the effects."

FUNERAL, from page 5

ing, and the new constitutions must refleet and respect the regional and ethnic
differences . We need constitutions that
reflect our own values and realities if we

1HE
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Beethoven's
a Cafe--deli
featuring

Reubens, Sailors, Beethoven,
Mozart, Corr~ ed Beef, &
Pastrami.
Also N.Y. Cheesecake,

Homemade Soups and
Lasagna. Our Famous
French Onion Soup Au

IBM Solution Offerings

''After I plugged
it in, everything
clicked for me:'

Gratin (nightly)

} ilrrthouru's

~:: ~ ~~

a Cafe;;leh

Join us and relax with
goOO.foOO. in a pleasant
classical music atmosphere.

407 Mb i hoar Ttail (Rt. 143)
cpnll am Surrlays rnn

229-7069

If you never thought anytlUng that sUIted with IBM could be easy to use, an IBM personal s stern
will change all thaL With preloaded, user·friendly software like Microsoft® WindowsTM 3 .0, just lum
iloo and you'll be n:ady to worle-polishing off tenn papers, moving text and graphics with the click
of a mouse. Worle can be- fun . IBM offers a variet:i of Selected Academic Solution.. - a ~ge of
PS/2® and PSl lni modeu to chose from. And wiJh ·tndent prices and affordable loan payments ,they 'Ie even easy to buy. Act DOW and you'll gel a spe..--aJ Bonus Pack" worth over S 1,000 in savings
OIl air travel, phone calls, software and more. You probably didn't expect that either. Well, you learn
something new every day.
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Now featuring a
daily special for
William and Mary
Students with
current LD.

Prices Discounted 40-50%
Modems Starting at $99.00
Contact:
Todd Pilot (lL) Chris Debusk
221-5900
827-9473

Events Calendar
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Monday, February 17
Full Stop - Paul' s
Overkill - Kahootz (Richmond)
* HOLIDA, Y: President's Day (originally Washington's Birthday but now celebrated
Buttstake - T wisters (Richmond)
under general label and absent any correlation with Washington' s February
Thursday, February 27
-- birthday), Oasse , YES, \ iaiI, :\0.
* DI CL" IO:\': Professor Gerhardt and Wenniel will di cu s theissues and
* \ [l'SIC: Li ve musical anthology" ounds of Blackness" featuri ng rap, rock and
gospel singers , 5:30 to 7:00pm in Room 11 9.Sponsored by BLSA.
controversy surrounding the docketed Supreme Court case Planned Parenthood
oj SoutheasTern Pennsylvania v. Casey that threatens Roe v. Wade, Room G-5, -lpm. * E~.A \1S : Writing Re ource Center essay exam workshop, Tucker, Room l ISA,
* SPORTS : \ 1ichael Jordan turns _9.
8 pm , enrollment limited , call 221 -3925 to register.
* BAS DS: Cramps - 9:30 Club (IX)
* THE.\ TRE: '":\'oises Off' opens at PBK, 8: 15pm, tickets on sale February 17.
:\'ation of l"ly es - Twisters (Richmond)
* BANDS : The Hypnotics - 9:30 Club (DC)
Tuesday, February 18
Rathchild America - Pepperrnent Beach Club (Va. Beach)
* .\fEEfL'-.;G: Help plan activities for Women' s History :\fonth , Room1 2-t, -tpm, bring Friday, February 28
your ideas. If you are interested but unable to attend , contact Kate Atkins (3L).
* T HE -\T RE: "Noises Off ' continues at PBK, 8: 15pm.
* E!'.fVIRONME,\'T: "Environmental Policy Application: Wetlands Policies," James * BANDS: Rare Daze - Lewis' Restaurant (l\orfolk)
Perry, speaker, Vl\1S Seminar at Waterman' s Hall, 3pm, information 6-L-7099.
Battery (MettaIica Covers)- Pepperment Beach Club (Va. Beach)
* SPORTS: Men's basketball v. VM1, \V&M Hall. 7:30pm,
Peter Frampton - Boathou e
* 1 FO: Democratic Candidates Information Table, Law School Lobby, noon - lpm.
Chicken Wire Gang - Twisters (Richmond)
* B MPERS: Pro-ChildJ Pro-Choice bumper stickers on sale for 2. Law' School
Saturday, February 29
Lobby, 12:3Opm - 1:30pm.
* SPORTS: Men' s basketball v. ODU, W&M Hall, 7:30pm.
* LEITERS: Vanna White turns 35.
* DAY: Leap Day
* MOON: Full tonight.
* E ENT: Cultural Awareness Days, "Culture Extravaganza," Campus Center,
* BANDS: Wallflower - Green Leafe
Ipm - 7pm.
K.A .S.H . - Twisters (Richmond)
* THEATRE: "Noises Off' continues at PBK, 8: 15pm,
Bruce Hornsby tickets on sale (Richmond Mo que, April 29)
* BANDS : Beach Party (3 Bands) - Bayou (DC)
Havock - Bayou (DC)
Peter Himmelman - 9:30 Club (DC)
Wednesday, February 19
Why Not - Kahootz (Richmond)
* JOBS: Summer Camp Placement Day, Campus Center Ballroom, lOam to 2pm.
Rare Daze - Green Leafe
* MOVIE: Black history month movie A Long Walk Home starring Whoppi Goldberg Sunday, March 1
and Sissy Spacek. Room 119, 7: 00pm. Sponsored by the Black Law Student
* THEt\TRE: " oises Off' continues at PBK, 2:00pm.
Association (BLSA).
* BANDS: . ight Ranger - Kahootz (Richmond)
* BANDS : Til Tuesday - Bayou (DC)
Sir Junior - 9:30 Club (DC)
Bullet Lavolta - 9:30 Club (DC)
Overkill - Pepperment Beach Clut> (\ "a. Beach)
Stairway to Heaven - Green Leafe
Lid/MalchAnse/Damn Near Red - T wisters (Richmond)
Granson' s of the Pioneers - Twisters (Richmond)
Peter Frampton - Rood Zone (Richmond)
Thursday, February 20
A wakening - Bayou (OC)
* B MPERS : Pro-Chil Pro-Choice bumper stickers on sale for $2.Law School
Lobby, 12:3Opm - 1:30pm.
* SPORTS : Orioles pitchers and catchers report for spring training in Sarasota,
Rorida.
* BA DS : Nuclear Assault - 9:30 Club (DC)
Friday, February 21
* MIRACLE: Scooter secures date for Barrister's Ball.
* NON-M USIC: Milli Vanilli won a Grarnmy in 1990.
* BANDS: Childs Play - Bayou (IX)
Drivin & Cryi.n - Rood Zone (Richmond)
Egypt - Kahootz (Richmond)
Spring House - 9:30 Club (DC)
Saturday, February 22
* SPORTS : Men's Basketball v. U C-Wilmington, W&M Hall , 7:30pm.
* EVENT: Barrister' s Ball, Williamsburg Lodge, Virginia Room, 9pm to lam.
* EVENT: "Law Day" sponsored by BLS A.
* BIRTHDAY: Washington's actual birthday. Ted Kennedy turns 60. ature balances
the scales.
* BA DS: Spin Doctors - Bayou (DC)
Boneshakers - Kahootz (Richmond)
Stairway to Heaven - Pepperment Beach Club (Va. Beach)
Good Guys - Twisters (Richmond)
Sunday, February 23
* WORSHIP: Call to Worship at St. John's Baptist Church, 11:00. Sponsored by
BLSA.
* BANDS : Mystic ForcefV iolent Kighli more - Bayou (DC)
BS&M - Paul's
Savatoge - Kahootz (Richmond)
WITH STUDENT 1.0.
Monday, February 24
* BANDS : Mike Lilley (acoustic) - Green Leafe
Dire Straits - Capital Center
Poster Children - Twisters (Richmond)
Tuesday, February 25
* SPACE: Earth at zephelion (look it up). Sun explodes, rest of month becomes moot.
* BANDS: In Dispute - Green Leafe
Psychefunkapuss - Twisters (Richmond)
Ice T - 9:30 Club (DC)
Wednesday, February 26
447 PRINCE GEORGE STREET
* MOVlE: Black History Movie 7:00pm, Room 119. Title to be announced.
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. • PHONE 229-3181
Sponsored by BLSA.
* BANDS: Van Halen - Roanoke Civic Center '
,'"
, ,, ,
Teenage Fan Club ' -9:3Q.Club"(DC)
n

FILM DEVELOPING
Second set of prints

FREE

EVERY WEDNESDAY

Ask for HLocal Lab" and get
Second Set Free along with
Low Prices - when brought
in on Wednesday_
24 exp. Kodacolor 4.95

Massey·s

Camera Shop
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Mychals Myopia

Nicholson wins Koch award, will be missed in lobby
By MYCHAL SCHULZ
It's winter, and the Ol}mpics are upon
us. As an American, there are a few things
about the Winter Olympics that 1 am sure
will never change.
First, there is a good chance that a
typical American will not have the vaguest idea about the rules concerning most
of the sports. For example , what are the
eight compulsory exercises that must be
COOlpleted by the pair ice skaters? Exactly
which gates must a downhill skier maneuver around and on which side? You
get the point.
Second, an American will not win a
cross-country ski evenlt or the biathlon.
Third, an average American doesn't even
know what a biathlon is. (Com bination
cross-country skiing and shooting. I'm
not an "average" American l )
Fourth, every time the American
. hockey teanl plays, it will be compared to
the "Do you believe in miracles?" team in
1980. Chances are you'!] hear AI Michaels
voice, too.
Fifth, some competitor will complain
about some condition on the track/slopel
course/rink and say that it is ridiculous
that such poor condi tiom; could exist at an
Olympic event. Call i t the Lou Holtz
approach to competing; i .e., tell everybody why 'ou won't win, then when you
do win, credit the great American spirit. ·
Finally, the United States will finish
well down in the medal count, which will
prompt every red-blooded Ameri C: 1Il to
claim that the sports at the \\"inter
Olympics are sissy sports anyway and
that football should be an Olympic sport
becalL~e that way we'd kick the Unified, '
butts (remember, no more communists;
they're now "unified.")
Of course, when all is said and done,
the typical American will forget about the
luge, Nordic skiing and bobsledding until
the next Olympics, when they can be
ignorant allover again.

************
Has anyone noticed the number of

Golf tips

people walking around the la\'..· school on
crutches or limping or sporting cuts and
bruises ? Obviously, the intramural season has started for the semester. Just ask
Professor Douglas.

Review , the Administrative Law Review ,
the Bill of RighLS Journal or the Amicus
Curiae') The answer, of course, is "Yes."

************

Is there anything better to do in February than watch college basketball? Besides , of course, starting your outline for
final exams. On the same night, Division
110 t iLS last t".. o undefeated teams as both
Duke and Oklahoma State lost. Duke
remains the top ranked tean1, however,
despite the loss of Bobby Hurley. The Big
Eight teams may have the be t records of
any other league, but come tournament
time, my money is on the Atlantic Coast
Conference. By the way, has anybody
noticed that Georgetown has truggled
now that they no longer play St. Automatic
Win, Cupcake tate and the College of
Please Don ' t Hurt Us Because We A ll
Played in Cu hy Suburban League 111
High School?

Mike Tyson was comicted of rape and
sexual ly deviant behavior last week in
Indianapoli s. I personally was happy to
see the result. I was also saddened. I'm
not sure that Mike Tyson is really a bad
person. The crowd around him, however,
leaves m uch to be desired. Real friends
wouldn't let Mike Tyson get away with
the garbage that he did. Hangers-on would
tell him how great he was and that he
could do anything he wanted Mike Tyson
has hangers-on, not friend. I also anl
saddened because inner-city youths, especially yOlmg black men, lost a potential
role model. '\1ike Ty on's life is full of
"what ifs." What if Cus D ' Amato had
lived? What if his marriage to Robi n
Givens had worked ? What if he hadn't
fallen under the sway of Don King? Most
of all. and sadde t of al l, what if he had
straightened out and been the kind of role
model that yOWlg black males desperately
need? We'll never know .

************
From the " you 've-got-to-be-kidding"
department. As I'm sure all of you know ,
the Amicus Curiae has entered a bowling
team in a Williamsburg area bowling
league . Going into its match last week,
the team, John Edwards, Jenn . Oick and,
sometimes, George Leedom, was in 8th
place. 1 ot to fear, for they were facing the
10th place team (out of ten) . N t only did
they lose, but with Eric Bran com, who
practices bowling all the time since he has
given up attending school, the team perfomled so poorly that they dropped all the
way into 10th place in the league. \\bich,
of course, leads to the question in
everybody's mind: Who possesses the
least am ount of athletic talent, the Law

************

************
The major football powers finall.' got
their act together and formed the much
anticipated, often delayed bowl alliance.
The y forgot one small detail, however,
which could ven' well come back to b.-1unt
them. Next year, Penn State is left out in
the cold. The -ittnay Lions don't join the
Big Ten (or is that Beven') Or Beven and
a Half, the half being Northwestern?) until 1993. The only independent invohed
in the alliance is olre Dollar, er, Dame.
The result is that Penn, tate could fini h
lUldefe.1ted yet srill have to pia in the un
Bowl or the Peach Bowl. Once again, the
college footbal l powers-that-be couldn't
quite get it right

************
In case you missed it:
- ~1agic Johnson scored 25 p:>inLS and
was named the Most Valuable Player of
the :--iBA All- tar game Of course, the
only defense at the game was when

~1ichael Jordon rejected the NBA ' s attempt to include hi likene s on at-shirt
sold at the game.
- Desmond Howard of }"1icbigan, Steve
Emtman OIf Washington, Carl Pickens of
Tennessee, Amp Lee and Terrell Buckley
of Rorida State, Darryl Willianls of ~1i
ami and Tommy Maddox of l iClA elected
to enter the NFL draft. Actually, the
entire Miami of Rorida team tried to
forego their college eligibility and enter
the NFC East, but FL officials rejected
the idea, clain1ing that the Phoenix Cardinals were enough of a blemi he.
- Larry Brown wa fired by the San
Antonio ..;purs. Bob Bass replaced him .
All together, now. Who?
- The Opening Ceremoni of the Winter Olympics were held in Albertville ,
France. It looked like a three-hour, rejected
episode of" tar Trek: The .ext Generation."
- Don King got a haircut. Just kidding.
I wanted to ee if you were still pa. ing
attention.
- Ba eball tart in less than a month.
President Bush can ' t wait because he
figures Olll e tho e ridiculou ly lucrative
ontracts ki k in, the money pent by
major league ba eball player will be
enough to bol ter our agging economy .

************
And funally, this week' coveted Profes or Charles Koch Award, given to an
individual who actually possesses athletic
talent, though you'd never know it be
looki ng att her, goes to second-year Li a
ichol on. Lisa has amazed many people
with her balance and artistry in weaving
her way to a cigarene machine. Her grace
and athleticism in carrying on a conversation is beautifully juxtapo ed to her
powerful and spirited drags on her favorite
cigarette. Alas, watchers of this type of
athletic endeavor will mi s lisa' presence
in the lobby, as the new moking policy
will relegate lisa and her fellow smokers
to the foyer. The sport fans will mi s her
flair. Until next time, pea e.

Handicapping profs for M-W golf classic

By TOM BOOK
I was exercising my constitutional
righLS down at Buck's the other day with
Sean C onroy, Dennis Nagel and Joel
\\"urster. During a lull between the beautiful and the not-so-beautiful women of
southeastern Yirginia displaying their
wares, the topic of the upcoming golf
tournament came up. Because professors
are eligible to play in this tournament, we
decided to rate some of the professors on
their golf ability, and, in a move sure to
raise first amendment privacy concerns,
reveal thei r handicaps.
First, one of our newest faculty members, Paul Marcus, fonnl!f dean at Arizona.
One would assume that Marcus ' years in
the Sun Belt would have afforded him
ample oppornmity to hone his golf game.
It is rumored that Marcus plays quickly,
charging up and down the·fairways, rarely

pausing to think before his shots . He
rarely asks advice from his caddie, and
even when he does , he ignores it, so ure
is he of him elf. ~farcus is a solid golfer,
although when he doe not concentrate,
he has a tendency to hook to the lef t.
'\1arcus' handicap: hi ego.
Davison Douglas, one of the biggest
hitters anlOng the faculty, is a first-rate
golfer. Excellent breeding and the right
schools have given Douglas the opportunity to play at some of the best courses in
the East. The only real problem with hi
game is that he often is indecisive in
choosing his short irons . While playing
with him is usually a joy, his habit of
raising a club and as king "Which way
does this cut?" can sometimes be anno;ing . Douglas ' handicap: his beard.
Margaret Spencer, unbeknownst to
most of her studenLS, is an avid golfer. Her

style of play is much like her style of
teaching. Therefore, one word of cauri n:
If you have a teetime with her, 00 ; 'OT
BE LATE. If you are late, she forces you
to play everybody ' s ball for the entire
eighteen holes. Spencer also has an anno:ing habit of asking her partners which
club they are u ing . l-pon hearing their
hoice of clubs , penecr continually asks ,
" "-hy?" pen eros handicap : her attitude.
Professor elas ie also hiLS the links as
often as po-sible. He plays a slower game
of golf than I prefer, but he is a pleasant
pla}ing partner. Although he has only
recentl y taken up the game, he has been a
quick study. Selassie's handicap: always
muttering about some "ugly fountain."
eal Devins. No .
I understand Dean Sullivan has given
up golf because there is no room for his

clubs in his new car. u h i the price of
a mid-life cri i . Additionally, it is im po sible 'to handicap Pr fe or C lIin '
game because he ha ne,'er been on earth
at one time long enough to complete a
round.
I have ne,'er a tually een Profes or
Gerhardt !play, but I have often heard him
di cussing various theorie of the game.
The talk in the I ker room is that he gave
up golf tOo concentrate on tenni becau e
he thought it would belp him gel a upreme
Court clerk hip . And lastly, alth ugh
Professor Lederer looks like he walked
ofT a golf course in 1976, he does not play.
I bope this will belp you prepare for the
BA Tournament It will be held Feb. 29,
~d you must pay your money ( 2~) by
Wednesday, Feb. 19. If you have any
ques tions please contact Chris Smith
(2 .53L).
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Amicus computer-like rankings

Horesmen, Tall Guys maintain
By BILL MADIGAN
BASKETBALL: \Vhile the NBA allstars were commemorating the end of the
first half of their season with dunking
contests and three point shootouts, the \1Wall-stars spent their mid-season pause
revelling in victories and applying the
Ben Gay. The M-\V teams have done
remarkably well in the first two sets of
games. Before we get to the breathIe sly
awaited updated poll, let's review how
the independent teams have done:
2-0
Just Do It (Co-rec)
Mix and Match (women)
2-0
Innocent Bystanders (men's A)
1-1
Just Do It stomped all over Who? (6826), leaving them asking the same question. Mix and Match executed Hangmen,
++-37. Innocent Bystanders recovered
from a week one loss to rebound against
SAE,49-43.
And now, the envelope, please:
Record
%* Rank
1. Horsemen
2-0
1.000
1
2. Joel and Harry 2-0
1.000
2
3. SWB
2-0
1.000
4
4. Excited
Utterances
2-0
1.000
3
5. J. Legal Studs 2-0
1.000
7
6. Intesti nal
Fortitude
0-1-1
.000
5
7. Misfits
0-2
.000
6
8. Tall Guys Who
Can't Shoot
0-2
.000
8

*

Winning percentage is carried out to the
third digit to accommodate those accustomed
to calculalillg GPAs. Notice that only 1.000
separates the top 100/r..

Horsemen (mistaken in last issue's poll
for Hangmen, a women' s team ; an easy
mistake to make if you've seen them play)
have picked up where they left off last
season. They retain their # I rank on the
strength of their 2-0 start after chewing up
Feed, 58-3_.
Joel and Harry also stay put this week;
they sacked the Corporate Raiders, 48-39
and also sent me a nice note which, after
praising the poll's fairne s and integrity.
went on to describe the team's secret of
success: light beer, cheerleaders, and
good penetration. (Note to team captain
Dion "Purple" Hayes: next time, a twenty
dollar bil.: will get you a higher rank than
a team report).
SWB jmnped up to If3 on the heels of a
71-10 spanking of Drunk Leading the
Blind. However, team captain Mark: Short
was injured, and ,vill be out for the season
(or until his wife lets him come out and
play).
Excited Utterances slipped one spot to
#4, because their 69-39 diffusion of the BSide Bombers was not quite as impressive
as the Slothful Caucasian Pre-pubescent
Males victory over the Nearsighted Following the Inebriated.

stan~ings

in ree sports poll

J. Legal Studs make the big move of out a poll. Once again, arbitrariness rules
the week, ascending two spots to #5 fol - over analysis. Since there are only six
lowing a 5-1--2-+ demolition of Built For. teams. we 'll rate them all in the same poll
Chief Stud, Jason Davis, in a letter to the even though they're in different divisions.
editor, whined--after of course So, here goes:
complimenting me on my basketball acu- 1. Particularly Offensive
men--("if Dick Vitale has a son, it 's you 2. Dream Team
baby!"), that the team was undeserving of 3. Fat Hansons
its previous rank. Despite the heresy of -+. Lumberhacks
questioning the poll, Studs did earn this 5. Kroener Sucks
6. Cunning litigants
week's spot.
Remember, team ranks are based on
Intestinal Fortitude dropped, like third
. year grades, to #6 after being F' ed up by such objective factors as win-loss record,
the FU's 6+31 . Coming in at #7 is ~lis a coin flip, and how many checks made
fits, who have gone downhill from their out to "cash" I fInd in my hanging file .
BILLIARDS: Kevin Kroner was Mpreseason perch. They were slammed by
Air Bubba 60-30. And renewing their W's sale representative in the sport with
periodic basement tenancy, Tall Guys That the class and sophistication that makes it
Can't Shoot were hung out to dry by Hang America 's favorite spectator sport. Kevin
Time,69-51. Overall, M-W is a stunning banked his way through two rounds before
15-6-1 in intramural basketball. Not bad being trashed like a lL's resume in the
for a group of people who thought a lane quarter finals.
Well , that's intramural for this week.
violation was a traffic offense.
FLOOR HOCKEY: The winter Next issue we'll have the final regular
Olympics are the perfect backdrop for the season poll for basketball, and the first
beginning of the intramural floor hockey two weeks of action in floor hockey.
Swimming, co-rec inner tube water
season. Even though the college administration lost the fOlTIlula foc ice, the people polo, 3-point shooting, and soccer entries
at rec sports were determined to have are currently being accepted at the rec
sports office. Until next time, as Professome hockey.
This season, M-W is fielding six teams: sor Rosenberg would say, it's not the
two co-rec teams and 4 men's teams. And length of your tenancy that counts, but
what would an intramural season be with- how ~ ou use it.

®

The World Ahnanac Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Glue
9 Glossy fabric
13 Shake-up
14 Future
LL.Bs.' exam
15502, Roman
16 Population
center
17 Hawaiian
food fish
18 Genetic material (abbr.)
19 A rose - rose
20 Clear as21
22
23
26
31
32
33

New (pref.)
College deg.
Asian country
Richer (soil)
Single part
Concealed
Woman's
name
34 Time - half
35 Chemical
suffix
36 Crescent
point
37 Lasting 24
hours
39 Expenses
40 Cesium
symbol
41 Reserved
42 Not noisy
46 Glide on
snow
47 Knight's title
50 Hooklike
parts
51 Lab subj.

52 Playwright
- Betti
53 Roman road
54 Halves
56 Minute
opening
57 Feud

9 Cudgel
10 - of Wight
11 Actor Julia
12 And others
(2 wds.)
20 Drivers org.
21 Of birth
22 Foretell
23 Campus area
24 - and the
King of Siam
25 Orderly
26 Heather
27 The real28 Adjective
ending
29 Formerly
30 Hits
32 Female birds
38 After Sept.
39 Sounded
41 Hank
42 Jest
43 Do - others

DOWN
1 TV newsman
Roger 2 - - arms
3 Mexican
shrub
4 That is (abbr.)
5 More
ornamental
6 Dispatch
boat
7 Shark
8 Bridge expert
Culbertson

Answer to Previous Puzzle

..

-' '

44 Cooler
45 Ireland
46 Foot
covering
47 Set of
garments
48 By the time
- -to
Phoenix
49 Sub(secretly)
51 905, Roman
55 Symbol for
tellurium

•
,
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GUNS, from page 1
ational Rifle Association's position that all persons have an
absolute, fundamental right to
own handguns. Brady argued
that the right to bear arms is not
severable from the amendment's
militia language, saying "even if
the founding fathers had not included the militia language in
the Second Amendment, sensible
gun control would surely not be
held to violate the Constitution."
In the \1oot Court portion of
the Symposium, Brendan Shannon (3L), Susan Reiners (lL),
Mychal Schulz (3L) and Charles
Griffith (lL) argued the constitutionality of a hypothetical
federal statute criminalizing the
possession of handguns by citizens in certain high-crime areas
in the United States. The panel
of judges, headed by the Honorable Abner J. Mikva, Chief
Judge of the l .S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, applied
a rational basis test to uphold the
constitutionality of the statute 41, finding the militia clause inseparable from the right to bear
arms .
The Town Meeting following
Brady's address allowed the audience to question a sevenmember panel on the pros and
cons of hypothetical legislation
1

imposing strict liability on firearm manufacturers and owners
for injuries caused by "accidental" shootings Panel members
incl uded Richard Gardiner ,
Legislative Counsel for the :\ational Rifle Association: Denni
Henigan, Director of the Legal
Action Project for the Center to
Prevent Handgun Violence;
former Virginia tate Senator
Sonny Stallings; Professor Paul
LeBel, and "townspeople"
played by Robin Vogel (lL),

Susan Sieger (lL) and David
Pernini (1L).
The law school audience was
augmented by interested community member , including a
delegation of \\'&\1 undergraduates, the National Collegiate Alliance, staunch supporters of the ~RA, and one concerned citizen who alleged that
restrictive handgun legislation
has a direct correlation with the
rising incidence of Lyme dis·
ease.
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it is di heartening to realize that
some of these students, who will
be furure leaders in this country,
problem or are unwilling to en- are 0 intolerant."
gage in meaningful discu ions
"Ideally, I would like to see an
on these issues.
almo phere " 'here students feel
Andrea Amy (3L), pre ident comfortable asking que tions--a
of BL A, ob erved that in the community that fosters intelli·
past \1-W did not ha,'e a good gent debate and dis ussion about
reputation for its treatment of minority i ues," Amy aid. ~ he
minority students. "I understood added that efforts of various orwhen I arrived here that I was ganizations, notably BL A and
entering a very close-minded and SERCH, have some uccess in
conservative profession, but still improving the situation at \1 -\\"
since she has been here.
Although not onsidered as
eriotiS a problem as intolerance
among students, some students
said they experienced prejudice
from faculty member. Despite
"blind" exams, some maintained
that professors are able to distinguish a student's race from
the writing style used on an exam
229 - 1240
and grade accordingly.
Professor John Levy, the only
faculty member to attend the
forum, later said that the faculty
is scrupulously committed to
anonymity grading. Hm\:ever,
We have it a nd it rea lIy works!
he con eded that the con ems
expressed by students attending
Come see our new look
the forum had orne validity .
Next
Sal's Pizza
Commenting on the lack of faculty attendance at the fonnn, Levy
Williamsburg Shopping Ctr.
explained that "many of my col10-5:30
Thurs
Fri- Sat
leagues were di appointed that
Closed Sun.
they mis ed it," but said they had
not been given notice of the event

US?, fro m page 1

BRAIN FOODI?

to

Open

I Mon-

110-6

I

GREAT FOOD
For Students, Faculty
Administration
Lunch $5.50
2 for 1 dinner Sunday to Thursday

I(U2\::~
601 Prince George Stree t

253-1233

